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RIBUNE.
BENTON, KY., THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1891. NO. 9.
Makes the
Weak Strong
The marked bandit whieb people In rue
dove or weakeitod state of health derive
kola Reed's Sanaparills, eonolusively proves
the Mafia that Mb atedileta• "sakes the weak
streag." It does act act like a stimulant,
Imparting Masao strength frorn which there
mot *Cow a imaellos of greater weakness
Ikea before, bet le the most natural way
Mood's Sarsaparilla evsreoines that tired feel-
lac creates an appetite, purifies the blood,
and, la short. Miss groat bodily, nerve,
ainahal aad digestive streagth.
ragged Out
"Lain spent I was eompletely fagged out.
1/31 strange left ale and I felt sick and mis-
erable all the Mee, so that I could hardly
=rad is Joy lestnese. I took one bottle of
Mood's Sarsaparilla, and It mired me. There
is rata' like h." JL C, EBOOLB, Editor
Ilabsrprhie, MelleylIle, Web.
-I derived vow mueh hemallt front Hood's
whiela I took for general debility.
Ti lent me esti op, and gave ins an excel-
lent apptrate. So. J sus, Mt. Savage, Rd.
N. B. U you decide to take Mood's Sans-
wills Co sot be Induced to bey anything sloe
Instead. 'zest upon baring
Hood's
Sarsaparilla
Sold by an dregassia. r; dr for M. Prepared onty
by 0.1. HOOD Is 00., Apotlioaariam, Lowell, Man.
lee Dom One Dollar
NO PAPER NEXT WEEK.
It is customery with most coun-
try newspapers to omit one iesue
on christmas holidays, in order to
give the printers a rest and that
they may enjoy one week in tak-
ing chriattnaas and for that cause
there will be no paper next week
We hope that this explanation
will be satisfactory to oar sub-
scribers
We are making preparations to
still improve the TRIBUNE next
year and make it one of the best
country newspapers in Kentucky
Every one knows what a hard
job it is to build up a newspaper
patronage in Marshall county, yet
we have succeeded beyond our
expectations, and hope to do so to
the satisfaction of the people dur-
ing the year 1802 and ask a con-
tinuance of their patronage.
assmetiataprimsaie
Thi.. total valdatioo of the proper-
of the city of Louisville, is $85.-
130\000. The tax rate on the
one jrundred dollars for that city,
A $2.17., If our people were -o
pay $2 17 .on the $100 worth of
property, we would certainly hare
Rome howl but as it is the tax is
'tot very high
The Tribune, predicts that Cal
lo way, Marshall, McCracken, Lysol
and Livingston, will compose ;he
second Judical district of Ky., un-
der the new appointment. How
will this suit the:people We can
see no objection in this sa far as
affects the convenience or business
of these counties. It may be that
Lyon county will go with the third
Jadical district.
Dr Keley's biohloride of gold
elixiffor the cure of drunkenness
has enriched himself to such a de-
gree that he intends to establish
• diapensaries for it at London Liv.
erpool and lianchestea,in England
a 1 at Glaego and Edinburg, in
Scotland. Dr. Keley is discribed
by a St Louis reporter, who met
him recently, as a tall,broad-shoul-
dered man, with full flesh-colored
features, a kindly manner, a large
head of gray hair, and a large gray
in -
Petraits es American Notes.
$1, Washington; $24 Jefferson; $5
Jackson; $10, Webster; $20, Hamil-
ton; $50, Franklin; $100, Lincoln;
$500, Mansfield. On silver-csrtifi-
cates---.10, Robert Morris; $20,
Con modore Decatur; $50, Edward
Eve i; $100. James. Mouro; $500
Charles Summera On gold-notes—
$20 Garfield; $50 Silas Wright;
$100, Thos. TI. Benton; $500, Lin-
e 0111
lilight of Watterfellx
Cerosola Cascade; Alps, 2400
feet; Falls of Arve, Savoy, 1100;
Falls of Terni, near Rome, 300;
Fryer's near Lochness, Scotland,
200; Lanterbaum, Switzerland, 900,
Lidford Cascade, Devonshire, 100
_ 
Miisoari Falls, 90; Natchikin Falls
Ifasestaehe tka, 300: Niagara Falls,
1841 Yonfmorency Falls, Canada,
Olobee, 250c Passaic Falle,N. J. 71.
INTEMPERANCE,
Ind in the flowers that wreath the
sparkling bowl,
Fell adders' hiss and poisonous
serpents roil. —Prior. •
BENTON, KY., DEC 17Tff,' 1891.
—How often do we hoar young
men—aye and old ones too—say
that they are not afraid of intoxi-
cating liquor; that they can rule
themselves, &c. They may not
fear it, but they know not where-
of they speak.
Some will say Lat it is no use
to worry about the future; that it
will take care ot itself., That suffi-
cient for the day is the evil there-
of.
Then they go on enjoying them-
selves, saying they will give up
intemperance when they find out
it is injuring them—thinking all
the time that it is Rot.
But alas! to give up such a hab-
it, after being so permanently
formed, is mot such an easy matter
as thoughtless young men are so
foolish to believe.
Let us here draw a picture of a
temperate father and an intemper-
ate son, who while yet young, fell
into bad company and soon be-
came a poor, idle, irreligious and
vicious creature, whom no respec-
table people loved and whom they
all shunned.
Such a man is a disgrace to his
country; to his family, and to his
friends.
He may not see the evil forth-
coming from his low conduct
until hails naught but a ruined
body and a sin-wrecked soul, and
in the dark prison-cell he is cast--
the victim of drink.
There he may think of his wast-
ed life, and his wretched wife who
was once his sweet-voiced, light
hearted bride, but who is now
dragging onward to meet an early,
grave; he inay think of his child—
innocent little creature, who ere
many years pass by will be moth-
erless and worse than fatherless;
he may ;kink • f his sisters and the
dark shadow he has cast upon
their lives, and of sivery-haired
father and mother, tottering on
alone in this wild, wide world,
broken-heart and sad, reeling
under the burden of disgrace which
he has cast upon them
Bat it is too late now for repent-
ance with him, for intemperance
has destroyed his respect for man
and his fear of God.
But why each intemperance,
Can we do nothing to prevent itt
Let us all join hands and try to
vanish the use of intoxicants, as a
beverage, from our I-nd forever.
It is a work one might well feel
proud of and which none should
tear to jeinl
Liquor is sweeping away
thousands and thousands of our
fellow citizens annually, which
shows bow strong isthe power of
habit, and there is nothing in the
world more debasing than to be
an intemperate:man (or woman)
and at last fill a drunkard's grave
Respectfully, J. W. COLE.
Benton will be in the sixth class
according to section 156 of the
new constitution It billow in the
sixth class, but if it grows in pop-
ulation in the next year as it has
done in the One just past, it will
be transferred into the fifth class
before the 1st of Jan. 1893. This
little town Is now growing and im-
proving aa fast as any of our West
Kentucky towns.
A Rallying Cry.
In 1881 the constimotion of beer
was 8,65 gaillous, and spirits 1,38
gallons per-capita
In 1891 the quantity of beer
consumed gives 13. 66 gallons of
beer for each 'nhabitant" of this
country, 1 40 gallons of spirits.
This mast have- cost the censamera
not less than $600.000.000.
Must this evil go on On on
without abatement, even increas-
ingl Shall we conclude that 'high
license" is a failure, and prohibi-
tion ineffective, and that we may
well allow the -anomie to have
full sway, No the battle for pro-
hibition must not be given up.—
United Presbyterian.
4
OBITUARY.
Miss )(Attie Downing, daughter
of W. M. and Martha Dawning,
was born in Massac county, Ills.,
Aug. 31st 1869.
She moved with her parents, to
Marshall county, Ky., when a child
where she lived till God saw fit in.
his wisdom to take her to himself
She departed this life on the 24th I
'day of September 1891.
She leaves an aged father and
mother a brother and several sis-
ters to mourn her loss.
Mattie professed religion, in the
fall of 1887,at Oakland C. P. chuch,
and connected herself with the
M. E. church South, at that place,
in which she lived a faithful mem-
ber till death.
For two years she had been a
sufferer with Consumption, and
daring those, two years she bore
her suffering without a murmur.
She was happy in Jesus, and was
submissive to hie will.
Mettle, for a year before she died
could net sprak above a whisper,
but she would often motion her
parents, brother and sisters to her
bedside and talk to them of Je us
and tell them she was wiling to go.
She loved to talk of Heaven, or
"Heine," as she called it.
Matlie wee a dutiful child and
dearlyletved her parents.
Her mother is blind,, but her
father was always at her bedside,
to attend her waots.
She would often say "we all
think we have a hard time, but
poor blind mamma has the hardest
time, poor mamma."
Mattie would often, write for
pastime, and a few days after her
death, these lines were fund in
her serapt book, and the prove
what her thoughts were "Our
earthly cares will soon be ended,
after while, after while.' Soon we
shall pass life's portals, soon we
shall fade and die, and then away
to Jesus on wings of love we fly."
Her earthly cares are now ended
She has flown to Jesus. •
All the family are Christians,
and though they weep for their STRAY NOTICE.
loved one, a is not as those that ,Taxen up as a stray by W. W.
have no hope. 'Carnes living 24 mites south east of
"Precious in the sight of the Olive, Ky., near the Wadeeboro and
Lord is tne death of his saints." Aurora road, one 3 year old heifer,
"Blessed are the dead. who die e or dark brindle, with a whits
in the Lord. spot on her hips and white belly,
One who knew her. short crumplv horns and unmarked.
Vtilued at $9 by B. 3. Shotwell.
Given unbar my hand this Nov. 3,
1891. R. W. STARES. JR , J P.M.C.
$likUP'ffiC4t*.4
,
ONE ENJOYS
Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowel., cleanses the sys-
tem effectually, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and $1 bottles by all leading drug-
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
LOUISVILLE, KY. NEW YORK, N.Y.
'STRAY NOTICE.
Taken up as a stray and posted
by S. W. Cox, near old Cap
Spring church, Marshall county,
Ky., one heifer yearling, of white
color, with blue ears, some blue
on neck, blue specks on its ribs,
and left fore leg blue from knee to
hoof; no ear marks • Valued ay J.
W. Sphink at $3.50, this Nov. 23,
1891. M. G. NELSON, J. P. M. C
STRAY NOTICE.
Taken up this day and p .sted by
J. R. VVolfi.i, living at Fair Dealing,
Marshall county Ky.; two yearlings,
one hirtar and one male, both red
and white spoited.no ea s marke, and
Oalued-by ls•L L. Friireli and JaC.
Jti'lcr, at five dolkars each.
This Nov. 8th. 1891, M. G Nei-
gin, J. P. M. C.
Newspapers of the World.
The number of neswpapers pub-
lished in the world at the present
is about 37 000 distributed as fol
lows: United ,States, 13,600; Ger-
many, 5500; France 4092; Great
Britain, 4000; Japan, 2000; Italy,
1400; Austria-Hungary, 1200; Asia,
exclusive of Japan, 1000; Spain,
1150;Russia,800;Australia700:Grece,
600; Switzerland, 450; Holland,300;
Belgium, 300; all others, 1000.
5/==ffrifiriffeffef5Neet
TO DISPEL COLDS,
Headaches and Fevers to
cleanse the system effectually, yet
gently, when costive or billions, or
when the blood is impure or slug-
gish, to Vernsanently care habitual
constipation, to awaken the kid-
neys and lis er to a healthy activity,
without irratating or weakening
them, use Syrup of Figs.
One Dol!ar Weekly
Buys a Gold Watch by our club
system. Our 14-karat gold filled
cases are warranted for 20 years.
Fine Elgin or Waltham movement.
Stem wind and set. Lady's or
gent's size. Equal to any $50
watch. To secure agents where
we have none we sell one of the
Hunting Case Watches for the
club price $28 and send C. 0 D
by express with erivilege of exam-
ination before paying for same.
Our Ag, nt at Durham N. C.,
writes: "Our jewelers have con-
fessed they don't know how 3 ou
can furnish such goods for the
money."
Our Agent at Heath springs. S.
C., writes: "Your watc'ies take at
siaht The gentleman who got
the last watch said that he exam-
ined and priced a jeweler's watch-
es in bancaster, that were no bet-
tor than yours, but the price
was $45."
Our Agent at Pennington, Tex.
writes,: "Am in receipt of the
watch; and am pleased without
measure. All who have seen it
say it would be cheap at $40."
One good reliable agent wanted
for each p1 ice. Write for particu-
lars EMPIRE WATCH CO.,
New York.
114111M=111/019.11MSEMe
STRAY NOTICE.
Taken up as a stray by F. M-
Dunn, living two miles east of
Palma, one cow eight years old,
marked with crop and split in left
ear and crop off right ear, color
red and white spotted, knot on
left foie leg below knee joint
Appraised at $5 by J. C. Young.
This Nov. 2nd, 1891.
BEN "Housrois, J. P. M. C.
Farm For Sale.
One and one-half miles south
east of Briensburg, 60 acres, 30
cleared, 10 sowed in wheat.
Dwelling with 2 rooms, paled gar-
den and plastered cistern. Good
Kables, with pond in lot. All on
easy terms. Apply to
W. B. HAMILTON,
Briensburg, Ky.
1 
THOUGHTS THAT TICKLE.
The aroma of clover is the breath
of suspicion.
The thinner a thing is Lhe more
it is incline ti spread itself.
It may take nine tailors to make
a man, but one is enough to undo
him.
It is pretty generally beleived
that the village blacksmith too a
vantage of his position at the bs
lows to put on airs.
The girl with a new etigagemint
ring always Wonders ,A hy oth r
people don't se-ein to take as much
interest in it as she does.
The relish of wit consists large-
ly in the elemeat of supprise, and
yet people do many suprisingthings
which are not at all witty.
Now that the rebellion is over,
thesis of the Chinese rebels who
have been captured willbe hehead-
IBE*TON SAW AND PLANING MILL.
I CARR ck ALEXANDER,
BENT0N, -
Manufacturers of All Kinds of-- -
KENTUCKY.
Rough and Dressed Umbel,
MO TJI_J3DINC4-S
BARRY & STEPHENS,
DEALERS In---
Drugs Medicines Paints, Oils, Varnishes Etc
Groceries Hardware Queensware, Stational. Notions
FLOUR, BACON, LARD AND MEAL IN STOCK
At the Lowest Cash Prices!
BENTON, - KENTUCKY.
J. W. DYCUS, J. D. PETERSON, SOLON L. PALMER
President. Vice President. Outlier
BANK OP BENTON
Capital Stock $12,500, Paid in Full.
Accounts of Merchants and Inaividuals Soliciteo
isep sits from Minors and Married Women received, subject to be
Paid a Sight, on their check.
A GE ERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED IN ALL ITS
BRANCHES.
Special Attention Given to (ollections.
Office Hours from 9 o'clock a. in., to 3 o'clock p. m.
:
, DIRECTORS.
J. VO.-DYCUS, J. H. 1,11 'ILE, .- • J. D. PETERSON,
G. W. SLAUGHTER. J. R. SMITH, E. G. THOMAS,
R. W. STARKS, JR.
W. L. BURNETT, Graves county. E. H. PURYEAR, Paducah
W. L. BURNETT & CO
....PROPRIEroRS of....
BROADWAY TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
NE.Aii RAILROAD DEPOT, : : : PADITCAH, KENTUCKY.
Independent Warehousemen
And Commission Merchants.
Six misnths Free storage to sellers. Liberal cash advances made on
tobacco in store. Your patronage is solicited.
LEVTS & TRIIVII3LE,
 Near GLADE, KY, 
Are doing an immense business in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware.
Farming Implements, Etc.
The. bny all kinds of country' produce, for which, they pay the
HIGHEST CASH PRICES. Call to see them.
GO TO
Geot Sether.
FOR 
Cheap Wall Paper, Window Shades
PICTURES, &C.
428 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
The Smith Business College
Where is taught Single and Double Entry Book-Keeping, Penman-
ship, prammar, Business Arithmetic, Commission, Bankiog, Commer-
cial Law, Correspondence and General Business Usage.
For catalogue containing full information, address
JNO. D. SMITH, Jr.,
Con Court & 3, PADUCAH, KY
C/7
PISO'S CURE FOR
Best Cough Medicine. Recommended by Physicians.
Cures where all else fhils. Pleasant and agreeable to the
taste. Children take It without objsytion. By druggists.
CONSUMPTION
--4
CA*.
AND NORSE-POW" COMM
Gismos Two)! 8 TO 11 ISVIIMELIS
OF MAR CORN PER ROUE.
NOM EASILY
WITI4 TWO HORSES.
HORSE-POWER
CAN BE USED SEPARATELY TO
HUN riven errirms. CORN MAL-
LIM SAW MACHINE, ETC.
INVESTIGATE THE
VICTOR scroww BUYING—
ILLVYSTRA TETI CATALOG U M
ON APPLICATION.
ed. This is to remind the rest of TH J. H. 1111cULIN
the country that they must mind 
E
MACHINE CO.
their peon and queues. CANTON, OH
IO.
G ROV EIS
TASTELESS
ChILL
TONIC.
0
A
NO CURE, NO PAT.
The Tonic which iii, as pleasant as
has given such unl- Lemon Syrup. Chit-
versa! satisfaction, tiren cry for It. Our
and which you hear bottle holds full 6 o&
your neighbors talk- 
-48 doses. It is as
Ingabout, Is Grove's. large as any dollar
To get the original tonic and
aad 
ask fo genuiner Groves, and
, always stiTAILs Pot so cis.
' 
don't accept cheap, Inaslmotarad by
untried substitutes, PARIS MEDICINE CO.,
Claiming to be Just ST. LOUIS. 110.
as good. SOLO SI ALL NI/811:TY.
Royal Insurance Co
OF LIVERPOOL.
BARBEE dr CASTLEMAN, Managers
Statement, January, 1890.
Cash assets, . . . $32,(00,0(0
Cash assets in u. S. . 5,000,0(0
Cash fire surplus, . . 11.000,000
Losses pd. eince.organiza-
tion, 
 62,000,000
OrThe Royal Insurance Cora
panv has the largest Cash Fire Sur
plus of any Fire Insurance Comp
ny in the world.
J. R. LEMON, RESIDENT AGENT
Benton, Kentusk .
A New Combination
Just Discovered.
It is no Ron t bu
—MILD AND GENTLY.-
A POSITIVE 8c SPFEDY CURE
WON'T CAUSE STRICTURE.-
Sold and Guaranteed by all Drug-
gists. Price $1 00.
NEVER FAILS M'F'G. CO,
Paducah, Ky.
V)ectic er?!
ATTENTION.
Is called to the great English
Remedy,
GRAY'S SPECIFIC
MEDIC/NE,
If You Suffer
1.11.0t MAIIR TliAbr 1+.11.
T•win. krut AA
From nervous debility, weakness
ofbody and mind, spermatorrhea,
and impotency, and all diseases
that arise from over iudulgence
and self-abuae, as loss of memory
and power, dimness of vision, pre-
mature old age, and many othar
diseases that lead to insanity or
consumption and an early grave,
write for our pamphlet.
Address GRAY MEDICINE
CO., Buffalo, N. Y. The Specific
Medicine is sold by all druggists
at $1.00 per package, or six ;,:ek-
ages for $5.00, or dent by nin't on
receipt of money, and with e very
*5.00 WE GUARANTEE :- sure
or money refunded.
lair On account of coante felts,
we have adopted the Yellow Wrap-
per, the only genume.
Sold in Benton, Ky, and Guar-
antees issued by J. R. Lemon,
WHY NOT USE
6
Pomroy's : Sweet
Chill Cure?
Only 50 cents, and as, awcet as
honey. Pomroy's Sweet Chill
Cure is guaranteed to make a
prompt cure of any case of chills
and it is the best known remedy
for malaria in all its forms. It con-
tains nothing in the slighisi4t de-
gree harmful and can be gittii to
the smallest child with perfect
safety. Children especiall: like to
take ft on account of its issasant
taste. Give it a trial and con-
vinced that it will cure r. sate
of chills.
POMROY'S LIVER
Guaranteed to Cu re Sick
TRY IT.
PRICE 50 CENTS.
There is nothing on earth like
POMROY'S VERMI FUGI
It Soves the Children
Price 2.5 Cents.
Sold by J. R. LEMC
' PREPARED ONLY Li
POMROY MEDICINE Ce.:f.F.4M
PADUCAH, KY.
—
Wler
.14
•
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A SWEEPING REDUCTION.
T. E. BARNES
as inaagarated the fall campaign by a sweeping reduction in dress
goods. If you wish to-profit by the sacrifice stand not on tb! order
of your shopping, but come at once, as the bargains are being snap-
ped up quickly.
A CAUSE TO REJOICE!
The people of Marshall County byte cause to rejoice that at last one man ciin be found, in Benton,
Will Sell Goods At Living Prices.
The great crowd of customers tlint have thronged
The Store of T. E. BARNES,
1111r Darin the summer, Gladly testify to this truth.
His Stock of Goods is now VOry Large
And by-- —
Such a Reduction in Prices!
• IIwill 4091 let his best ioargaiae gb.
VI. E. BARNES,
THE TRIBUNE.
PIBLISHBV EVERY THURSDAY.
 
-
4$
J. R. LEMON, Editor& Proprietor.
One year (in advance), • 1.00
Six months, • - - • - .50
Three months, - - - -35
BENTON, KY., DECEMBER 24.
How can a farmer vote for a
party that favors high tariff.
THE holidays are now upon us.
Congressmen and Legislators are
at home.
CRISP will announce his com-
mittees to-day. He is taking his
time and will do a good job of it.
He will be a different kind of a
speaker to "boss" Reed.
Now is the time for the demo-
crats to show the country that
their party is truly a party of re-
form. They can do so without
the sacrifice of a single principle.
Free reform and free silver should
be the watchwords.
-
___.slarao crate, in notion-
al convention, assemble next sum-
mer, puts a plank in their platform
for "free and unlimited coinage of
silver" and the usual anti-tariff
plank, then the alliance will flock
to the party, almost to a man, and
the republican party will be in the
soup.
One and One-Third Rate.
On Dec. 24th, 25th, and 31st
and Jan. 1st, round trip tickets
will be sold at the above rates,
good returning until Jan. 4th.
A DOUBLE WEDDING.
A double wedding took place
last night, at the home of H. W.
Estes, between here and Birming-
ham, at which Keener Chandler
was married to Miss Laura Estes
and Johnnie Skaggs to Miss
Martha Estes.
These are beautiful young la-
dies, and we congratulate these
young men in gaining their hearts
and companionship for a journey
over life's many changes.
We have known all they parties
since their babyhood and we have
known them to love and respect
them, and it is Vas wish of the
Tribune that their married lives
may be lives of happiness and
prosperity.
JAMES LINDLEY.
James Lindley, the man who
was indicted for the murder of Ike
Stergeon, his son-in-law, at the last
term 'of our Circuit Court, pre-
tended last Saturday night like he
would take his own life.
In some way he got hold of a
pocket knife and about 2 o'c., in
the morning made several guiles
on the fore part of his stomach so
that the blood showed itself, but
upon a close examination it was
found that he was only slightly
hurt, and from all the circumstan-
ces in the case, it is very clear he
was playing another bluff. For if
he had intended and wished to kill
himself he could very easily have
done so, because the knife was
sufficient in every respect to have
done the work necessary to have
ended the old man's life, if proper-
ly used.
The old man, doubtless, has
enough to run him crazy, but he
will have to make plenty more
such trials as this before he will
end his mortal career.
REMINISCENT.
Sketches and Stories of Pincer
Life.
No. 4.
The means of obtaining an edu-
cation in West Kentucky half a
century ago, were very meager.
School houses were few and far
between, as is the case in all thin-
ly settled sections. In many inst-
ances pupils had to walk four or
five miles to sehool. Then there
was the old-time school house.—
What a striking contrast between
and our modern institutions of
learning. The old-time school-
house was a rough looking struct-
ure indeed. It was built of rough
logs, coverd with a clap-board.and
had the bare earth fora floor. The
benches were made of saplings
split into halves with the flat side
turned upward.
The only qualification necessary
fer a teacher at that time was a fair
knowledge of the three R's—read-
in', 'ritin' and 'rithmatic'—
and a thorough knowledge of how-
to use the rule, the birchen rodliir
perhapsoftoner the hickory switch,
was one of the established and in-
dispensible articals of school fur-
niture. Many a refractory student
was made to realize the fall force
of the Solmonic doctrine of sparing
the rod and spoiling the child.
The pupils always looked for-
ward to the last day of school with
pleasant aatcicipations,this was the
day on which the teacher must
treat his pupils, -or be unceremo-
niously plunged into the nearest
hole of water The treat generally
consisted of whiskey, cider or ap-
ples and sometimes all three. The
patrons of the school would as-
semble at the school house on this
occasion, and those of a bibulous
inclination would sometimes im-
bibe too freely of cornjnice and a
free-for-all fight would ensue.
• *
•
In 1835, Johnatha Mullins,
kept store at what is known as
the Spout Spring, on the Paducah
and Benton road. He was our in-
veterate joker and never let an op
portunity pass to have some fun at
some one's expense. Bennett
Roberts owned an old white horse,
one day he road him over to Mul
lins' store. There was an other
person named John Ford, who
happened to be present. Mullins,
remarked to him that Spy Roach,
a hatter, who lived in the commu-
nity, wanted a large quantity of
horse hair for making hats, and
would pay a handsome price for it.
He furnished Ford with a curry-
comb and sack, and di-
meted him to curry Roberts' horse.
It was about that season of the
year known as shedding time, and
the crop of hair was of a ltanrant
one. Ford worked and curried
till he had filled his sack. When
Roberts got ready to leave he did
not know his horse, so changed
was he in his appearance. The
animal having been divested of his
surpulus hair lo•ked more like a
scare-crow than a horse. It was
with difficulty that Roberts was
kept from giving the
unsophisticated Ford a severe
thrashing.
• •
•
Mullins made frequent trips to
New °flans for merchandise. On
his return from oneof these tra-
ding expeditions he met Hey Will-
liams, and told him that Cockle
burs, were ;n great demand In New
Orleans as food for Parrots. The
market price was said to be four
dollars a bushel, delivered at
Smithland. Williams lost no time
in gathering a sack of burrs and
was soon an his way to the mar.
ket. Williams being a magistrate
and a man of some repute in his
community,did not want the joke
to proceed to far. So he trumpted
up a charge against Williams and
issued an attachment agai net him.
The papers wereplaced in the hands
of a constable, who intercepted
Williams befbre he got to Smith-
land and levied on his sack of
burrs. When Williams found out
the officers 'business he became
so indignant that he snatched
the sack from his hands
and sent it whirling into a brier
thicket- He then mounted his
horse and returned home as mad
as a wet hen.
Pioneer.
A Short Court.
Circuit Court adjourn ed last
Friday evening after being in see-
sip only five days. This was the
shortest session of any circuit
court held here since the war.
The pett,t jury was only here
two days, and, if we are not mis-
taken, never sat on a case.
The grand jury adjourned Fri-
day after being in session five
days. Only five bills were return-
ed—one for each day.
This speaks well for the condi-
tion of our county. This is the
smallest number of bills ever
found at any sitting of the grand
jury since the organization of the
county.
The peace of our people was
never better than now. Less
fighting, gambling and local dis-
turbances than ever existed at any
previous time.
We can truly spy that this is , a
time of peace and plenty with our
people and we are glad to know it.
Judge Randle says it is only a
play-thing to hold court in Mar-
shall county.
Briensburg.
Mumps are as thick here, as flies
in spring time.
The saw mill here is doings eland
office business.
Real Estate hereabouts has an
upward tendency.
Christmas is really here.and the
small boy with his tin horn has al-
ready begun to make the nights
hideous.
It is rumored that one of Ben-
ton's most prominent lawyers will
soon visit Columbus's native city,
where he thinks of locating.
There is going to be a double
wedding here some time during
the holidays.
While in Benton the other- day,
we met the genial Henry Starks,
who informed us that he was a
candidate for sheriff. Henry is a
good man and will be hard to down.
We have ordered a car load of
Dynamite andintend to blow up the
fellow who accused us of being
Diiftwood No 2,
There is not a vacant house in
town, and haidly a day passes, but
what some one is here look-
ing for a location.
The Btriensburg gun club, will
take its imunalhant Christmas day.
On next Wendsday night at the
home of the brides father, Mr. H.
W. Estee near Mt Carmel, Mr. K.
Chandler and Miss Laura Estes,
and Mr John Skaggs, and sfiss Dental Rooms, Cor. Broadway a
nd
Marthy Estes, will be united in 
Second Streets, Second Floor.
marriage, Rev T, N. Willis, offici- PADUCAH,  KY
sting, Attendants, Mr. Claud Ham-
ilton, and Miss Ruth Dyke, of
this place and Mr Luther Carson
of Murray and Miss Ruth Hamil-
ton, of this place. The contrac-
ting parties of this double marriage
are all highly respected young peo-
ple who are widely known In ad-
vance of the happy event, we offer
congratulations, with the hope that
the ham, may be one of unalloy-
ed bliss.
There is more pretty girls in and-
around this town to the square inch
than any other known place on
God's footstool.
There is no other nas4 given
under Heaven or among Men, that
is causing as much speculation as
that of Driftwood No 2.
Driftwood.
The Beet BlesseayrIll
Is this world, says J. Botberr. el Speastes,
N. Y.. is Pastor Ramie. berm T_ta. beestass
my eon who was partially paralysed Ilbres
years ago aod snacked by Ate, has meet bad any
symptoms or them Mass be task am Mails st
thisRemedy, most kaageby shank ler ft.
47. Loom be, MOO S. NIL
Realizing tbe arooant et mad Paean Xsesdel
Servo Tonle Ma deem sem I feel It a duty tem
aertity to floe goodq cline& by Illervessnem
was coned by liquor habit mad suomOve
emoting, having bean ea Oar sevmed mace. Tb•
• ea of your medians I lab lamellaniy. sod
before I area seed • whole bean MI tram/bang
&sad uneaal nese bad disappeared. and I len well.
steep wand eon am fall et scallion and Ida
some thing I hal Dec teems tor am* lasep. sa•
emdialiy recommend It as an anastless sores
Ionia L. R.
Valuable Hook an Nervous
rt.: 
can 
to any obtainyeddres 
sod poor 
this medicine frivie of charge.
This remedy haa been prepared by Me Reverend
pastor locale, of Tort Wayne. Ind.. lance 1876. and
Is now prepared under his direction by the
KORNIC MED. CO.. Chicago, W.
$old by Drawl-tete at 161 par Botea. 61er SLI.
Lars-salsa • 1.75. 6 Ytot-#1p.. for 49.
30.do,V
imp
BLOOD -
B ITT r_ 95
ctIREs
DYSPEPSIA.
CVRES
DYSPEPSIA..
CURES
DYSPEPSIA.
PROMOTES DIGESTION.
Having suffered from Dyspep-
sia for three years, I decided to
try Burdock Blood Bitters, and
after using one bottle found my-
self se much better that I was
encouraged to use another; after
taking this, I find myself so fully
restored that I de not need any
more medicine, feeling truly grate-
ful to B B. B.
MRS. G. C. WHITE
Taberg, Oneida Co, N. Y.
600 ACRES
Of FineTimberLand
For Sale.
This fine body of land, situated
one mile south of Benton, Mar-
shall county, Kentucky, on the P.
T. & A. R. It., is offered for sale, in
whole or in lots of 100 acres, at
very low figures. It is well tim-
bered with white oak, red oak,
poplar, hickory, beach and gum.
It has about 40 acres of fine land
in a high state of cultivation
There is also a good saw mill, with
everything necessary to do good
work, located nearly in the center
of the land, directly on the bank
of Clark's river, that can now be
bought for one-half of its value.
A log wagon and other articles
are for sale at low prices.
This is a very desirable body of
timbered land and can be bought
at very loW prices.
Call on, or address 
- I
W. M. OLIVER,
Benton, Ky. I
*d. enny,*
SURGEON DENTIST.
penton, Ky.
'V'SvVrIftri f'Y /
A MIA STOCK a :;LOTHING!
Aid ii mast be bold in GO days. Nothing but lo' prices will sell it.
Come and get a nice suit at your own prices.
The largest stock al Dry Goods over bronght into Marshall' °aunty.
They mast be sold_ Come while prices are low:
It is astonishing to see the amount of Furniture eeld and married
/may from
BARNES' STORE.
412"151154—Aa1121EMOVEZIEWALIEEMINMEEEIC41111111111•11111..AEMIIIIIIIM
J. SWINDELL,
BENTON, - KY.
--DEALER IN-
GROCERIEs,
Canned Goods, Etc.
A Large Stock of
Candies, Notions.
Our Goods are all Fresh and
Stock complete in all
Departments.
CAREFUL SELECTION,
REASONABLE PRICES.
UNADULTERATED GOODS.
Appeal to your
Reu4on, Pocket, and Health
REED AND OLIVER,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
BENTON, MARSHALL Co., KENTUCKY
COOK & REED,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
NIMEAY, CALLOWAY, coerN7 HT
N. R. REED,
—Dealer in—
Staple & FanCu
Groceries,
robacco, Cigars
Country , Produce,
BENTON, KY.
BENTON WAGON
WORKS
AND
GENERAL REPAIR SHOPS.
J. A. Stephens.
Manufactures and Repairs Wagons
Carriages,-Plows, Side Harrows, Two
Horse Harrows, and all kinds of
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
I solicit a fair share of your pat-
ronage and promise satisfactory work
and reasonable charges.
rff-HORSESHOEING A SPECI..LTY.,11,
I employ none but good workmen,
SHOP ON CLAYTON ST. N AR MILL
E. C. DYCUS
—DEALER IN—
Staple and Fancy
GROCERIES
HARNESS, SADDLERY, ETC.
BENTON, KENTUCKY.
I have opened a bran new stock
of the above named goods. Every-
thing first class Cheap Prices.
Come to see me.
Always use the medicine that
will do the most good, and for kid-
ney and liver trouble, Lightning
Kidney & Liver Remedy is the
best. Messrs. Gracv & Haddow,
Barlow, 0., say: "We have han-
dled medicines of diffrrent kinds
for several years and have never
handled anything that equals
Lightning Kidney k Liver Rowdy.
One of our customers has leen
suffering for years -with ly "hey
trouble and has used a grew deal
of kidney and liver cure, b., t did
not receive much if any benefit.
He finally tried Lightning Kidney
& Liver Remedy, and will use
nothing else. He says he would
rather pay the price for it than to
take the other for nothing." For
sale by all dealers.
NEW FALL GOODS!
_AMINE
Are coming in every day, and the ladies are coming:to see our beau-
tiful Dress Goods and take their choice"before they are picked over.
Plain Tricots, in all Shades, for 25c, worth 45c per yard.
Plain Dress Goods in rough effects for 25c
' 
worth 81113 per yard.
36 inch Henriettas all shades for 25c worth 40c per ye,14.
All-wool Crap de Alma tor 75c, worth $1.00 per yard.
Flannel Plaids, 38 inches wide, for 49c, worth 65c per yard.
Black and White Serge Plaids for 49c, worth 75c per yard.
Bedford Cords, something entirely new.
Silk Warp Henriettas, 40 inches wide for 79c, worth $1 25.
Broadcloth, any shade, 52 inches wide, 99c, worth .1.50.
Novelty Dress Goods, in hair effects, Mohairs &Alpacas all shade
If you want a new dress just come and see our new line of Patters
Suits They are the latest Patterns and the most popular weaves,
Camel Hairs in plait and rough effects, Cheviots in all the new
and desirable colorings. We have over a hundred different
weaves—all new, novel, and dazzling,-no two patterns alike.
:0: —
1\TOTIONS.
Our shelves are being rapidly filled with
choice novelties in this department, and
our prices defy competition.
:0:—
UNDERWEAR.
We are prepared to offer the publie
something entirely new in this depart-
ment, and be assured we will cheaper
than the cheapest.
- I 0 - —
OUR NEW CLOTHING IS HERE!
Do you want a Snit of Clothes, tailor made aid in any of tha paps-
lar weaves at just one-half your merchant tailorr will charge yont If
you do, just get one from the Mammoth and it will be as we guarantee
it or money refunded.
Have you seen our fall Overcoats? •Aint they beauties, and price
knocked silly. If you have not seen our Tricot Suits—you have mies-
ed a lovely sight Our large purchases gave as the advantage et
unbroken assortments t• &mew from.
We will notbe Undersold
-111
sir In This Department.
We call especial attention to our children'h a•,,i ye 111 t• Clothing.
They are flie handsomest, neatest and best st,iile ;armee!' we have
ever ot'ered the public.
-
 41: -
SHOE DEPARTMENT.
We handle M. C. Lewis & Ce., Zeigler Bros., Douglas, Chas. Nei.-
er, Walden, Parcel & Jordan, and many other makes. These geode
are known to all of you and each pair is warranted to be as represent-
ed or Money refunded. We handle a full line of Infants', Children's,
and Misses Shoes, all popular makes, warranted to give satisfaction.
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.
We can please the artistic taste of any one in Underware frees the
cheapest to the finest, in Gloves, Ties, Hats, Hosiery, Shirts, Collars
and Cuffs, Handkerchiefs and hundreds of novelties kept in a first-
class house, at prices just as agreeable to the purchaser as the goods
are pleasing to the eye.
LEE SCHWABMAMMOTH BR3TH"216 & 218 B WAY 216 & 218 8 WA 1,
PADUCAH, - KENTUCKY.
CURES NOTHING BUT PILES!.
A SURE AND CERTAIN CURE, KNOWN FOR 15 YEARS AS
THE BEST REMEDY FOR PILI S.
EPARED BY RICHARDSON-TAYLOR MED. CO. ST. LOUIS MO,_
y0 l cs REA ge A ki
Thorough, Practical Instruction.
Gractuates assisted to 
-positions.
I itirCataloKue free. V6, rite to
S COLLEGE, LOUISVILLE, KY.
-
10ISO'S REMEDY FOR CATARRH.—Ilest. gasket
.I. to noe. Cheapest. Relief is immediate. A sure is
wale. Per Cold in the Head it has no equal.
It is an Ointment, of which a small particle is applied
to the nostrils. Prioe, Pk. Sold by druggists or swat
by mail. Addrow, Y. T. HASALTIRE, W 11Tel, I%
••••
•
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•
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VOL. IV.
TO OUR PATRONS.
The old year of 1891 is. now num-
bered with the past, and exist only
in the memory of the living, and on
the paper of history. Peace be to
its ashes.
Let us try to forget its many
faults, and remember its deeds of
love and charity with a forgiving
spirit.
Toe Tribune, like other people,
doubtless eatemitted many blun-
ders during the year that has just
past, but it will begin with this
number to improve, and we will do
all in our power, to create for it a
warm place in the hearts of it.
readers for the year 1892.
We have toiled early and it te, to
make it a paper. that our country-
men will delight to read and patron-
ize, and all the time it has gradu
ally grown and improved, and we
now believe brighter prospects than
ever are a heal of it.
• We will make a special effort to
• increase ita circulation during the
year and we hope that the people
of the town and country will do us
the kindness to aid us in this a
laudable enterprise.
Should the present Kentucey
legislature appropriate money for
a state exhibit at the World's Fair,
is now a question that is being agi-
tated all over the state. There
• .
seems to be some opposition on the
part of a few people to such an ap-
priation, but we have been unable
so far to notice a real sensible arti-
cle against it. Theie never has
been and may never be again such
•
an opportunity to bring the resour•
cis of Kentucky into public notice,
as an exhibition at the World's Fair
will do, and we can see no nason
why the people of the state, should
oppose such a business, transaction.
We have yet to hear or know of one
public spirited man who objects to
the state legislature appropriating a
respectable sum to defray the ex-
penses of an exhibit. Other steers.;
make such appropriations and pro
fit thereby, and why not Kentucky.
We believe in such an enterprise
from a liberal business stand point,
and not from a close, narrow con-
tracted policy, for such a policy will
not in any way bring in to promi
nence the vast mineral and other
resources of the state. Let Ken. 
tackyrank as high at the fair as
any of her sister states.
The democrats who met in a
caucus, to select candidates to
fill the various offices in the Ken-
tucky legislature, did a wise thing
when they would not admit a bol
ter or an independent into the
counsels of the pare and tried.
There is a line to be drawn some
where and at some time, and that
was the proper time and place to
do it. If a man can't work in lines
of his party, when it is needing
his help, ta astest in fighting its
battles, he should be shut out of
its d liberation; after the victory
is gained. 1 hoe S. Pettit, the bol-
ter and disorginizer from Davies
county,with his few followers,were
sat upon, by the democratic cau-
cus in a way, they will not forget
for some time to come. These men
who are opposed to conventions,
andcancueises while they are can-
didates, should not be allowed to
have any hing to do in them af-
ter they are elected. Relegate
them to the rear, where they prop-
erly belong, and teach them a les-
son on organization, that will do
them good When a bolter runs
ap against the democracy of Ken-
tucky,he had as well tackle a buzz
E. FS King postal agent on the
P. T & A. railroad running be.
t ween Paducah and Pal is Tenn. be-
came infatuated with a woman,
swallowed too much juice, stole a
$20 sold ogee, was caught and
took a pistol end shot eat his
brains. AU this was brought about
by Mr. King having a disposition
to drink, and being a dear lover
of mosey, wine and women. All
three will, cause most men to com-
mit suicide.
Both branchea et* the New York
legislature, are now con rolled by
democrats, for the first time in
many years
iNIENNEININNIMENNiN
Bear in mind Poenroy's Sweet
Chill Cure is guaranteed to cure.
NJ. R. Lemon.
44.0,00000aiimaatiolv
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THOMAS W DEUT.
AN OLD CITIZEN, FORMERLY
OF MARSHALL,
DIED AT HIS HOME NEAR *ULLA''
, PAR-
KER CO. TEXAS, DEC. 17, 1891.
The people of this county will
remember Uncle Tom Dent. He
lived and reared a large femily of
children near Olive in this county.
When he had raised his children,
and saw them married and settled
down, he moved to Texas, and
spent the remainder of his life with
a part of his children, who bad
moved to that state, before he did.
He left nine living children,forty
five grand children, and thirty
great grand children;
He was seventy eight years old
having spent most of his life, as a
true and devoted member of the
Baptist church, and when he came
to die he expreesed himself as
perfectly ready and willing to die,
and that he wanted his children to
moet him in Heaven.
Mr. Dent, is well known to the
people of the county, and they will
join his many friends and relatives
in mourning the loss of such a
faithful friend.
No one knew him better than
the writer of these lines,for it was
at his house he first learned to
love fair women, and to this gbed
day has no cause to regret the
beauty of the lesson.
Now Try This.
It will cost you nothing and will
surely do you good, if you have
Cough, Cold, or any Throte. Chest
or Lungs trouble. Dr Ling's New
Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
and Colds is guaranteed to give re-
lief, or money refunded. Sufb rs
from La Grippe, found it just the
thing and under its Else had a spee-
dy and perfect recovery. Try a
sample bottle at our expence and
learn for yourself just how good it
is. Trial bottle free at J. R. Lemon's
Drug store. Large size-50cot nd $1.00
THE PAST YEAR.
The story of the past year is one
of unexampled prosperity in this
county. Our past history, remark-
able as it has been in this respei t,
does not show equal record of gen-
eral gain and progress. The profits
of agriculture have reached figures
that were never before realized; and
all other branches of industry have
enjoyed a. like experience. Our ex-
ports have-exceeded those of any
former yirar. The people of other
countries have enlarged their trade
with us in a signal degree; the thlege
that . we offer for sale have been
bought in unprecedented quantities
at remunerative prices, : All kinds
of business have yielded good re-
terns, and all kinds of traffic have
been extended in every direction
More debts have been paid than
were ever paid before in any one
year. The number of homes has
been multiplied at a rapid rata, and
the appliances of social convenience
and advantage have beer increased
everywhere. There bas heen no
just ground of complaint, no reason-
able excuse for anhappinette, on the
part of any class of citizens, ' The
prosperity has extendtd to ever)
element of society and every nook
line corner of the nation. In no
other land under the sun have the
people fared so well; in no other
portion of the vo•rlit is there so
much cause for gratitude.
It is likely, however, that a still
better year has just begun. That is
what all the signs say all the condi-
tions make possible. It is a part
of our philosophy to belieee in these
signs will not fail And these condi-
tions will not he changed. We are
an optimistic people, and not with-
out ample justification. Our ferin
if government is optimistic, and
our record of progress forbids us to
harbor a hint of pessimism. We
live more in the future than in the
past. The habit of looking ahead
is one of the fmodemental traits of
the national character We regard
things accomplished as things to he
improved, and go on 'outdoing our-
selves from ear to year. Hope
springs eternal in the popular
breast, and plans are reguleted ic
cordingle. We are always on the
alert for nr w enterPrises and advent-
ure. The theory prevails that theee
is always a chance to make a for-
tune in some way that has nut pre-
viously been tried We pin our
•faith to the logic of surprises, which
is odly another way of saying that
we have unlimited -confild ince in
what is to cow. It is to- morrow
and not yesterday that interests, be-
cause to-morrow presents opportuni-
ties of added triumph, while yester-
day is only a tale that is told of
vietories tied, must be exeelled if we
are to live up to our theory of con-
tinuous conquest. Thus it comes
when a new year intervenes we
quickly forget the old one. The
p cat was good enough, and we are
glad to have seen and been a part
of it; but the future will bring us
more, we feel sure. Thatis our view
of the scheme of the universe. There
must be stea Iv irnprovment, or civ-
ilization iennld boa disappointment
anti hum:Wig-stare a failure We re
fuse to•aceept the self-depreciating
idea that the past has exhausted the
capacity' eff the race is any respect,
rhe American doctrine is of a dif-
ferent order, teaching that the
achievements of the past cannot on-
ly be duplicated, but surpassed ; and
so we look to the future with a
cheerful trust in its promises and
probabilities.
SPECIMEN CASES:.
(S. H Clifford, New Cassel Wte ,)
was troubled with Neura'gia and
Rheumrtism, his stomach was dis-
ordered, his. Kidneyes were affected
to an alarming degree, eppetite fell
away, and he was teiriably r,rinced
in flesh and etreng: h. Three bottles
of Electtic• Bilars cured him.
Edwa.d Shepard; Harrisburg, 111,
had a runuing sore on his leg o'
eight ye irs standiegr. Used thrte
boales of Electric Bitters end sever,
boxes of Bucklen'is Arnica: Selve.
and his leg is Sound and well. John
Ssesker. Calawea, Ohio, had five
large Fever sores on his lee. docters
said teeerevere incurable. 'one bet
tie Electric bitters and sale box of
Btieklen/s Arnica Salve cured him
entireiy. Sold be= J. R. Lemon. 3
BIRMINGNAM MEETING.
We pronsiSed in the last issue of
the Tribune to give a brief account
the Marshall Comity Medical Soci
ety at Birmingham.
On the threshold of this task, I
mention the lamentable fact that
oar Editor was not present, and
Mrs H. L., moved that the ladies
of the meeting never speak to him
again—carried unamimously. Mrs
Dr. P., suggested that the paper
is a bearer of dangerous parasites.
therefore will order the T—dis-
continned—every body agreed
to the proposition:
I can not attempt to do Dr.S4tene
and his friends justice in describ
jug the royal reception given us.
No set of M. D's., ever had more
or betrer provided for them.
Dr. Themes could not break the
charm, but remained over night
The Society was entertained by
Dr. Thomas, on the subject of
Vesesection. The president fur
Dished a nnmberof interesting cas-
es for examination, and discussion
Dr. Coleman,of Palma, took a lead-
ing part 'a the discussions, and
ever member present was given an
opportunity to make diagnosis and
direct treatment.
Bro Seers and the ladies pres-
ent seemed to enjoy our discussion
very much. Mrs H. Locker, pre-
scribed for the doctors in the eve-
ning and certainly disp ayed good
jndgement in selecting an aid to
digestion am we had eaten to per-
fect satiety. ‘,
For the benefit of the absent
members. I will give the language
of a lady who says what she thinks
and thinks well betsre she says—
"we have but few here to day, but
-they are the brains of the profes-
sion in this county."
Now you are expected to be in
our class next meeting and have a
good lesson, and somebody will
say some good things for you.
God bless those of Birmingham
and vicinity who contributed so
much to show their appreciation
of our profession.
- J. W Johnson, Sec.
flirMWBEIONSEINIIR
CONSUMPTION.
The most to be dreaded of all
diseases often begins in a simple
stohi, simply neglected. No cough
alidirld be allowed to run a single
day without using the finest remedy
in the world, Dr. Hale's Household
Cough Cure. It acts like magic.
sor;eigthtns the lungs, allaying all
irratetion and cures a cough where
all other remedies fail, 25 and 50e
per bottle at J. R. Lemon drug
et ire. 4
SYRUP OF FIGS,
Produced from the laxative and
nutritious juice of Calafornia figs,
combiued with the medicinal vir
tiles of plants known to be most
beneficial to the human system,
acts gently, on the kidneys, liver
and bowels, effectually cleansing
the system, dispelling colds and
headaches, and curing habitual
constipation.
Henry McGrigor Zihoots Will Smith
Christmas passed away as quiet-
ly as it came with but few difficul-
ties or cansualties. With the ex-
ceptiens of a few gentlemanly
"tipsys" we have nothing to report
of a warlike character that took
place ,our sanctum door, ex-
cep ()siting ofWill Smith by
Henrr cGiigor on -Christmap
Eve night.
Henry is a young married man
and a son of Mr James McGrigor
a very wOrthy ci;:zen living west
of town a few miles Henry came
to town on Christmas eve and dur-
ing all the day, appeared as if he
*as about half drunk, and was but
a little loud and boisteroui, at times
and continued that way during the
entire day du the evening the town
was full of men,women and child-
ren,all fixing for Christmas. There
was a Christmas tree at the Unicis
church that night, after the crowd
had gone to church he was stand-
ing near the front door of Wilson's
grocery, when he .discovered a
negro sitting on an old lime barrel
near by, when he took a pistol out
of his pocket and fired at the dar-
key, hitting him in the back juid
beloW the shoulder blade, the ball
ranging in the direction of the
spine. Their had been no difficul-
ty between them,Smith having just
arriyed form his home in Paducah.
Salith was attended by John
son land Stilley, who are doing all
the can for the poor upfortunate.
Me is in a precarious I condition,
with all the chances against him.
McGrigor was arrested on. a
charge of carryingconcealed weep-
ens, aod bound in 4ond of $190
Since that time he has been placed
under a bond of *3.000, for
shooting with intent to kill, said
hislrial set forthe 9th. As to
the result of the examining trial,
we are not able to forwell its re-
sults, hut Mr. McGrigor has got-
tenhineself into a bad serape,with •
out any provocation whatever.
This is another case where a
man is now in trouble, caused by
fooling around in a peaceable com-
munity with a pistol in his pocket.
One Dol!ar Weekly
Buys a Gold Watch by our club
system. Our 14-karat gold filled
cases are warranted for 20 years.
Fine Elgin or Waltham movement.
Stem wind and set. Lady's or
gent's size Equal to any $50
watch. To secure agents where
we have none we sell one oft-the
Hunting Case Watches for the
club price $28 and send C. 0. D.
by express with privilege of exam-
ination before payiug for same.
Our Agent at Durham N. C.,
writes: 'Oar jewelers have con-
fessed they don't know how you.
can furnish each goods for the
money."
Our Agent at heath Springs, S.
C., writes: "Your watches take atii
sight. The gentleman who got
the last watch said that he exam-
ined and priced a jeweler's watch-
es in Lancaster, that were no bet-
ter than yours, -but the price
was $45."
Our Agent at Pennington, Tex..
writes: "Am in receipt of the
watch, and am pleased without
measure. All who have seen it
say it would be cheap at $40."
One good reliable agent wanted
for each place. Write for particu-
lars. EMPIRE WATCH CO.
New York.
The Governor's Message,
Gov. Brown delivered his first
message to the legislature at
the begining of its present term
and although it is a somewhat
lengthy document, it deals in a bus-
iness way with the business affairs
ot the state and commends itself
to the careful consideration of the
people. The govenor doubts the
Constitutionality of the act exempt
ng from a period of five Years,
new railroads and suggests that
steps be taken to recover back
ones as well as to collect and levy
taxes in the future. He also asks
that heavy penalties be imposed
on county attorneys who fail to see
that the county tax is collected on
distilled spirits. He recommends
the enlargement of the Frankfort
penitentiary to a capacity of 2000
and the Eddyville branch as a
house of reform for felons under
eighteen. He recomends an appri-
ation for the exhibit at the World's
Fair. Many other matters of pub-
lic .concern are discussed hi the
message with a force, directness
and perfect candor that strongly
commended it to those who would
have an intelligent understanding
of matters that concern evtry cit-
izen and tax-payer. The Legisla
tare will find it a valuable vade
mecnin in the discharge of the
many difficult and important du-
ties that devolve upon that-ho y,
than which the Govenor truly
says: "No general assembly ever
convened in this commonwealth
had graver or more solemn respon-
sibilities resting upon it."
The essential lung-healing prin-
ciple of the pine tree has finally
been successfully seperated and
refined into a pei feet cough med-
icine. Dr.. Wood's Norway Pine
S3rup. -Sold by all dealers on a
guarantee of satisfaction.
We Have Seen
A young man sell a good farm,
turn merchant, break and die In-
solvent.
A farmer spend so mnch time
in town.fhat there was nothing at
home worth looking after.
A worthy farmer's son idle away
the prime of his life in dissipation
and end his career in poverty.
A farmer too self-conceited to
?need his 'ways and too\ obstinate
to mend. Ilia foot-steps
A poor boy grow rich by indus-
try and a rich boy grow j.00r by
idleness and and dissipation.
A man spend more money in
folly than would support his fam-
ily in comfort and independence
A farmer build a house so large
and fine that the sheriff was first
.to occupy it,
A farmer deliver a fine oration
at the agricultural fair with his
fence all down, fields overgrown
with weeds, stock foraging on a
neighbor's field, and taxes unpaid.
TININIMEINIPUI=MILvt..e
Buck/en's Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the word for
cuts, bruises, sores, ulcers salt
rheum, fever sores, tetteri chapp-
ed hands, chilblains corns and all
skin eruptions, and positively
cures piles, or no pay required.
It is guiranteed to give perfect
satisfaction, or money refruided
Price 25 cents per box. For sale
by J. R. Lemon. • [48 is.]
Adolf Lalloz. carriage manufac-
turer, 129 Carroll street, Buffalo,
N. Y, states: "I .was troubled'
with nausea of the stomach, sick
headache' and general debility.
Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.
•
.Mr; Ed,Farlev has at In.st been
appointed postmaster at Paducalse
which will end's bitter siSc.i, ns1 1 0
litical fight. The applicant:6 5'e.:4!
clever men, but tbe sppeiTin ,n, 'of
Mr. Farley wee eetineess a gresa
disappointmen;. 1,3 s mc ef them.
The President could not decide he.
tween Barnes anti lietision, bet ap-
pointed FarreS' ss a eeniersirs'isi•
man, which will tause com-
plaint and di ,eistisfseti h emeng the
republicans in Pe hr."; id
appointed sn °tie r,s. Tiwre
I
are tOQ le.tp) reou.i.tt•aps hi P4,41-
cah for tletu ifi..aztee upon ety one
u h I -ron,. so I P .4)4 as well fight
the NItp..tintttlent Gr Farley as • any
onseelse... Mr. Parlevi will taorevsr
make n goed poseeuester Mr.
IT ess en •eie we, understand ai cept
a le eh position efi the , e. _
TO DISPEL COLDS,
Headaches :and Fevers. to
cleanse the systsm efkctually, yet
gently, when costive or billions, or
when the blood is impure or slug-
gish, to permanently Mire habitual
constipation, to awaken the kid-
naps and li er to a healthy activity,
without irratating of weakening
them, nee Syrup of Figs. - d
W. 1' Moore, of Harrison coun-
ty, defeated Harvey Me era of Ken-
ton county, in the democratic eau.
cue for sdealier iif the Houee of
Representatives last ;we:A:, ond as
--a matter of :!ourse waii subsequent-
ly elected speaker,and is now pre-
siding over the lower Hence of
the (1e4ra1 Assembly. it was a
hard (*Tight battle between the two
hot. Mr Moore was elected, and
frotin our knowledge: of the two
we think the est one was
is a srnp7t
reason-
from
.0 dee Led. Air. Meye
yotieg loan, 44iti
sahle speaker; hut se is
a foul nest of slick politicia. s, .1un,_ SES F
n
E sHow 0 
.
such .me are no. thi, proPer 
liesto preside over a legislature.  1
UNE.
COIW EATioxres
Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-
tem effectually, dispels colds, head-
aches and fevers and eures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and 81 bottles by all leading drug-
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
i.-hes, to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
sAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
LOUISVILLE, KY. NEW YORK, N.Y.
"The Fate of a Libertine" is the
latest of a series of sensational nov-
els published by th'e Richard K.
Frx Publishing House, New York.
It deals with a class of people who
find pleasure at the race tracks and
fast resorts. The scenes are laid in
New York and long liranob. The
hero, n successful jockee, who earns
$12.000 a year, triuinphs over his en
imiess marries the girl he 'lovesand
all turn out happy in the end. The
novel is full of drainaiie incidents
and racy situations, ant is of absorb-
ing interest frons beginning to end.
The book is handsomely illustrated
and sells for 50 cents,
In Holland, Mich., C. J. Does-
bury, publishes the News, and in
its columns strongly, recommends
Dr Thomas' Electric Oil for coughs
colds, sore throat, catarrh and
asthma.
0 0 
-Our legislature le Ili,* getting
. - .
down to work, and s e‘t o. 
it has a mountain et laysr, ahead of
it.
Farm Voi• Sale.
- *One and one-half miles sonth
011061. of Brierisburg,' 60 acres, 30
cleared, 10- sowed in wheat.
Dwellitig with 2, rooms, paled gar-
den and plastered cistern. Good
s'asblem; with pond in lot. All on
easy terms Apply to
W. B. HAMILTON,
Briensburg, Ky.
$1266 Per Year.
We will pay the above salary to
any live agent or salesman selling
our general line. of Merchandise
and supplies. Particulars and eat-
alogue OR receipt of 25 cents for
ekpressage. A. ,KARPEN & Co.
.53 River Street, Chicago, Ill.
Always use the medicine that
will do the most good, and for kid-
ney and liver trouble, Lightning
Kidney & Liver Remedy is the
best. Messrs. Grecs- & Haddow,
Barlow, 0., say: "We have han-
dled medicines 'of diffrrent kinds
for §eyeral years and have never
handled anything that equals
Lightning Kidney & Liver Reaedy.
One of out customers has leen
suffering for years . with Ines'
trouble and has used a gree deal
ofkidney and liver cure, 1• t did,
not receive much if any ge....!nefit
He finally tried Lightning Kidney
& :Liver Remedy, and will use
nothing else. He says he would
rather pay the price for it than to
take the other for nothing." For
sale by all d Were.
riazos.vere MON niv•re.rts ALMANAC
For 10492
Contains One Hundred Recipes fur mak.
ing delicioua Candy cheaply and;quickly
at home. This hook jts given away+ at drug
end general stores. .4 —
00000•00 01.1.M.1,01•••••• •.• 
SA i L RII,A Twin
te mu !ed. Mt ceo-i entr, to 0113',11
 et.* tit the
teUtu,i s NT) for 1 Ilytte Ilont
tlk
reeo,ot • f •At.-7 One Dollar. 
Lib
e-al et r.'1 , wed to Postraastera. Xceste and
(341-s. ."" MAILED e"'"of -.Vvr Y tbe ONLY to-
Strrting and 
E it
tienefttiJonrild 
atiblished or. thc A.niertcan continent. 'I 1"
Apply for tt•Trus to -1-'
Siebard K. POI. Fraukils Seam. Flew Tork,
•
4-,1 Ask. fur catalogue.
TERRY hil'F'6C0..NASHVILLE. TENN.
4111111ishi,
NO. 10. .
GROVLS
TASTELESS
ChILL
TONIC.
NO CURE. NO PAT.
The Tonle which
has given such uni-
versal satisfaction,
and which you hear
your neighbors talk-
ing about, is Grove's.
To get the original
and genuine, always
ask for Grove's, and
don't accept cheap,
untried substitutes,
slain-ling to be just
as good.
/t is as pleasant as
Lemon Syrup. Chil-
dren cry for It. OW
bottle holds rull 10.
—45 doses. It Is as
large as any dollar
tonic and
errias FOR 50 CUL
as • isata,041 by
PARIS MEDIC= CO.,
IT. LOtil.MO.
SOLI If ILL
Royal Insurance Co
OF LIVERPOOL.
BARBER dr CA;TLEMAN, Mallegi
Statement, January, 189C.
Cash assets, . . $32,(00 904'
Cash assets in 1J. S. . 5,000,000
Cash fire surplus, . . 11.000,M t
Losses pd. since organiza-
tion,  62,000,0o0
Larne Royal Insurance Cola
pony has the largest Cash Fire an
plus of any Fire Insurance Core ii
ny in the world.
J. R. LEMON, RESIDENT AGI-N1,
Benton, Bente. ' .
A New Combination
Just Discovered.
It is no Rough Treatment
—MILD AN
A POSITIVE & SPFEDY 1R1
CAUSE STRICTURE.
Sold and Guaranteed by all Drug-
gists. Price $1 00.
NEVER FAILS M'F'G. CO.
Paducah, Ky
ectk per?!
ATTENTION
Is called to the Great English
Remedy,
GRArS SPE 2IFIC
MEDICINE,
If You Suffer
T1.050 " rure brwom
611171/04. AITSMOIL
From nervous debility, weakness
ofbody and mind, spermatorrhea,
and impotency, and all diseases
that arise from over indulgence
and self-abuse, as loss of memory
and power, dimness of vision, pre-
mature old age, and many othsr
diseases that lead to i y or
consumption and an early grave,
write for our pamphlet.
Address GRAY MEDICINE
00., Buffalo, N. Y. The Seeeifie
Medicine is sold by all drugv.ists
at $1.00 per package, or six pack-
ages for $5.00, or sent by nut 'f on
receipt of money, and with every
€1.5 00 WE GUARANTEE N cure
or money refunded.
ear On account of 'count'. Ate,
we have adopted tire Yellow ‘‘' rap-
per, the,only gentrue.
Sold in 'Benton, Ky, and Guar-
antees issued by J. R. Lemon
WHY NOT USE
Pomroy's : Sweet
Chill Cure?
Only 50 cents, and 118 sweet as
honey. Pomroy's Sweet Chill
Care is guaranteed to netke a
prompt. cure ofany case of chull
and it is the best known uniedy
for malaria in all its forms. 1 ,nn-
tains nothing in the alight( .t de-
gree harmful and can be gi. • to
the smallest child with p-rfeet
safety. Children especiall: iike to
take it on acoount of its p' isant
taste. Give it a trial and he con-
vinced that it will cure any ease
Of chills.
1303IROV'S LI N' ER ( -!!.
Guaranteed to Cure Sick Ileaaache,
TRY IT.
PRICE 50 CENTS.
!There is nothing on earth like
' POMROY'S VERMIFUGE
It Sores the Children
Price 25 Cents.
Sold by J. R. LEMON.
IPOMROY MEDICINE COMPANY,
P& 
PPAADBIBL:), NKLYT • 
BY
t^ ean.i ei eireeweeersterlerefelltellimeres'tleneeei Vim
THE TRIBUNE.
PIIBLISHRD EVERY THURSDAY.
J. R. LEMON, Editor & Proprietor.
_
One year (in advance), - 1.00
Six months, - - - - • .50
Three months, - -
THURSDAY, JANUARY 7.
S-nator John W Ogilvie was
made chairman of the committee
on religion and morals.
'Ed. 0 Leigh will fill both posi-
tions, assi-tant secretary of state,
and the governot's private secre-
tafy.
The seat of W W Ayers, the
representative from Calloway
county, is being contested on the
ground of his ineligibility.
There are 41,200 convists in the
United States and of th;s number
only 1,700 are women. The most
of the latter class are colored and
are in Sonthern prisons.
Senator T A. Miller, of Calloway,
has been made chairman uf commit-
tee on printing. and placed on other
important committees. He will he
a safe and painstaking Senator.
A new law in Illinois makes the
charge of attempt murder against
a burglar who breaks into a house
with a pistol or knife in his poses-
session. If the police catch him
with the weapon, he is sent up for
eight years
Senator Ogilvie has been placed
un three committees—Federal
Relations, Internal Improvements
and Municipalities The-e are all
important and we can feel safe
that he will do all he can for the
good of his people
Samuel L Lapever aged 85 years
died at his home in Columbus, Ind.
Monday morning from an attack
of the la grippe, He built the
first railroad in Indiana from Mad-
ison to Columbus, and was a very
prominent dernocrat.
Anthony J Drexel, whose name
has been made famous beyond the
banking circles of the world by
his magnificent en lowments of the
Drexel Institute, is a vigorous
looking n of high foreh-ad,
-
straight., powerful
nose. He dresses well and en-
joys the good things o f this world
as only the benevolent may.
More secrets have leaked from
the private conferences of the
United States Supreme Court.
Some time ago, an important de-
cision, affecting the value of a
certain railroad property, leaked
out some time before it was ren-
dered, and it , was hinted at the
time that big money was made by
a few big men. Now a decision
has leaked out involving the Gov-
ernorship of Nebraska. Such
scandals should be rigidly investi-
gated.
G. A. P.
The Grand Army men were
here Monday and organized a
Post with twenty charter mem-
bers. The Post was nailed "The
Major Waller Post," in honor of
Majcr Willie Waller deceased.
After a sufficient number of char-
ter members Was secured, the
Post was then organized by elect-
ing the follow:ng officers for the
coming year: Col T B Waller,
Post commander; Isaac Waltham,
S V Commander; J K P Rose
J V Corneander; J W Kinney,
Adjutant; W S Griffith Quarter
Master; J W Liles, Idurgeon; S S
Cope, Chaplain: J W Starks offi-
cer of the day; J M Hendrickson,
Guard; Jacob L Karnes, Seargent
Major; J A Woodall, Quarter Mas-
ter Seargent. The Post will hold
its meeting once in each month in
Odd Fellows Mall.
WILL SMITE! DEAD.
Will Smith, the colered man that
was said to have beep shoe, by
Henry McGrigor on Christmas Eve
died Monday after ten days' illness
An inquest was held over him
Monday evening by H. C. Thompson
J. P. and the jury hearing the evi-
dence, returned the following ver-
dict: We the jury find that the
deceased came to his death from a
shot in the shoulder blade, fired by
some unanown person, and that he
had no property of value.
(Signed)
R H Alexander,
J J Fisher,
R W Castlsbery,
J T Ozment,
J A McManus,
A J Dukes.
•
OLIVE, KY.
As we have seen nothing from
our little hamlet for sometime, will
endeavor to give you a few local
items.
Our merchants enjoyed a splen-
did trade during the holidays.
We had a nice Christmas tree at
the Union church Christmas eve
—the first one, I believe There
were many nice presents; some
valuable ones.
Henry Chandler visits Trigg
county, of late, very often. Some-
thing very attractive over the e it
is supposed
Like the wild geese, in winter,
W. A. Hartley can be seen going
south very often
Rev. H. C. Gambls left Dec. 31
for Tennensee where h will preach
this year.
R. Rate iffe received a band
some ironwood walking stick from
James Utley, of Yuma, Arizona,
lest week. Dick is very proud of
his present and cannot go to dine
without it
It is understood that Mr. l'tley
will pay his mother a visit some
time this week. They have not
seen each other for several years.
tMrs. Sallie Utley and Mary
°handler took dinner with Mrs.
Ratcliffe Christmas day, the first.
time either of them have eat
from home sine they were married.
ill close by wishing the'tribune
a Hapyy New year.
XMAS.
North Benton Gleanings.
ookout for another building
b om in the spring
The ax-handle factory will make
things -um in the sweet subse-
quently.
A first-class roller flouring mill
would fill a long felt i7fant.
A few new houses are being
erected and a good many more
will be built in the near future.
There are several streets in
Barry's Addition that should be
graded and put in good order
sometime in this year of grace,
1892.
The stave factory has heeu idle
most of the time daring the past
two weeks. Only two or three
days run during that time.
Passenger traffic on the railroad
is light. The freight business con-
tinues to be good
Next week will se a change of
schedule on the railroad, and an
additional train will be put on. It
is understood that the passenger
which now arrives here at 6:0? p.
m. will arrive at 1:30 p. m. Going
north there will be no change of
time The local will probably ar-
rive at the usual hours or therea-
bout. The schedule of the extra
train is not yet known.
Everybody will be glad to see
Will Luokman once more in charge
at the depot. Will is a capable
and cleser young man and has a
whole host of friends who are re
juiced to find his smiling counte-
nance at the ticket window -gain.
Mr. H. Jones, who has been the
depot agent for several months
past, has resigned his position on
account of ill health, and returned
to his home in Missouri.
Beginning with the new year
the wages of the section hands
were "scaled" to $1 per day. It
is understood that the number of
hands will be considerably reduced
ere long.
A new map just issued by the
Kentucky geological survey lo-
cates the crossing of the P., T 8z
A. and the proposed Cairo and
Cumberla d Gap railroad at Ben-
ton. Tell it not in Harain - and
whisper it lightly in Mayfield.
Benton and North Benton are
bound to get there. Now is the
time to buy town lots.
Coughs, cold and the ubiquitous
and iniqa•tous grip are swelliug
the sick list
The growth of North Benton
during the past season, has fairly
astonished the natives. Very few
people expected the boom would
assume the proportions that it has
and visitors are surprised at the
general waking up that has taken
place. It is safe to say that more
surprises are in store for 1892.
So mote it be.
The state railroad commissioners
have assessed the P., T. & A. at
$8,000 per mile. As there are
eight miles in the Benton district
the revenue therefro.n will pay
nearly a third of the railroad tax
due this year. RESIDENTP.E.
8,225.
W L Burnett 8c Co, of Paducah
sold during the year 1391, 8,225
hogsheads of tobacco. This
speaks well for these gentlemen.
OF GENERAL INTEREST. BEA N1NGTON'S Y•
—The Pickwick club, Louisville, Ky.,
is reported to be toe "swelleet" organiz- The Monument in Honor of the
ation of colored men in the country. It Famous Battle Dedicated.
is literary as well as social and Its
leaders set the fashion for the colored
jeunesse doree of the town.
—The city of Jacksonville, Fla., pro-
tects catfish in the river as scavengers.
It is a five-dollar fine to catch one of
them, and the fish seem to know it
The river is full of them, and they vary
in size from a baby to a two-hundred-
pound man.
—A New York youth wrote a letter
to his fiancee recently and while on the
way to mail it lost it in an elevated
railroad car. When the train was re-
turning the fiancee boarded it and was
surprised to find a letter on the seat
addressed to her. She quickly recog-
nized the handwriting, however, and
was quietly reading it while the youth
was writing the same thing over again.
—The most ingenious of the nickel-
in-the-slot machines now plays pokey
on receipt of two half dimes—or four if
as many choose to pay the game. It
is pharisaically called a tell-your-fort-
une machine, but the poker that it
plays is of the genuine kind. which will
bankrupt any man who sticks to it dur-
ing that distressing period which play-
ers speak of as ..not my day for win-
ning."
—Mrs. Cuaningham, of Belfast, is the
mother of triplets—bright babies sow
two years old. When they were young-
er thes• triplets were a source of un-
mixed joy, but now they are getting to
be something of a nuiaance to the
mother, for every time she goes down
town the babies are bound to go, too,
and admiring crowds fellow them from
shop to shop as though they were part
of a circus parade.
—Undertakers say that it is& (trainman
thing with the families of the poor in
New York to send for them as soon as a
member of the household is pronounced
to be dying. On a recent occasion an
assistant in a west side funeral estab-
lishment waited four hours in the outer
hall for the last breath to be drawn,
and then ventured a mild suggestion to
the family that they should wait in
turn and send for him in the morning.
—Some water meters recently pur-
chased by the New York City authori-
ties, at 570 each, have been condemned
because they registereu three times as
much water as passed through them.
They had es identJy been constructed by
a mechanic who had won distinction as
a maker of Industrious gas-meters
which never fail to tick out a big
record. If the gas companies know his
address, he will not long rust in idle-
ness.
—Rate are very selfish. A Brooklyn
lady has discovered this fact, and act-
ing upon it, placed a piece of looking.
glass in the side of a trap opposite the
entrance. The rat, seeing the reflec-
tion of an animal of its kind about to
enter, hastens its movements, and of
course gets in first. The lady who
thought of this trick has been quite
successful in catching rats, and in the
very trap which before they had studi-
ously shunned.
—An Atchison man had a "night-
mare" after eating • lunch of cheese,
mustard and dried beef, and had a die
ag.reeable dream that his son was in
great danger instead of being unable
to run from ghosts, as is usually the
case in nightmares, he was unable to
get ready to go to the rescue of his son.
Finally he awoke, and was so Impressed
with the dream that he went into his
eon's room. H. found him out of bed
and on the roof of the house, where he
had climbed in his sleep.
—One evening W. T. Reeves, manager
of the Postal Telegraph Co. in Madison,
fcrund that his wires did not work
between that point and Greensboro. In
the morning Mr. Reeves started out on
an investigating tour. Vi hen within
six miles of Greensboro he found two
mammoth snakes hanging across the
wires in such a manner as to connect
the currents of each. The snakes had
been killed, tied together and hung out
to bring rain, the work being done by
darkies in the neighborhood.
—A prominent cable car line official
ia Pittsburgh said recently: "The
roper on cable roads are, as a rule, sold
as soon as they are put in. The rope
upon which we are traveling was sold
several weeks ago. The old ropes are
sold for inclines, elevators, eta. They
are better for that purpose than if they
were new. They have become so thor-
ougaly soaked with oil and tar, and so
stretched that they are seasoned. They
will never wear out on inclines or ele-
vators because there is no strain on
them compared with that of a cable
road, and they have been tested so that
they may be relied on. After they have
been in use a short time on the cable
roads, and before they show any signs
of wear, they are replaced by new
ones."
YOUNG GIRLS ON HORSEBACK.
Th• Possibility of AeoldeaS Too Often
Overlooked.
We can look upon the declaration of
f oung America for sport with supreme
gratification, as it argues well for the
generation to come, but we should not
lose sight of the fact that its benefits
may be more than counterbalanced by
Injudiciously forcing these tastes. That
there is danger of this is shown by the
tendency to put girls on horseback at
an age much too tender to have other
than harmful results. It La marvelous
that a mother who is usually most care
fal in guarding her child's safety should
allow the little one to incur the risk.
attendant upon riding (which are great
enough for a person endowed with
strength, judgment and decision) with,
out thought of the dangers she is es
posed to at the time or what may be the
evil effects in the future.
Surely parents do not realize what
the results may be, or they would neVal
trust a girl of eight years or there
abouta to the mercy of a horse, and at
his mercy she is bound to be. No child
of that age or several years older btu
strength sufficient even to manage an
unruly pony, which, having once dis-
oovered his power, is pretty sure to
take advantage of it at every oppor-
tunity. Even if no accidents occur, the
knowledge of her helplessness may so
frighten the child that she will never
recover from her timidity. It is non-
sense to say she will outgrow it; early
impressions are never entirely eradi-
cated, and should she in after life ap-
pear to regain her courage, at a critical
moment it will desert her and army
recollections reassert themselves.—
Harper's Bazar.
1
N. Chine Wild and Shy.
"She is never embarrassed by hen ;
surroundings. She always looks as if I
she felt thoroughly at home, no matter
where you see her."
"I was struck with that when I saw
her on the street yesterdae in s Mother
Linbbard."—Pach.
The Ceremonies Participated In by an
immense Concourse of Citizens and
Soldiery Headed by the Prelll•
dont of the United States.
BENNINGTON, Vt., Aug. 20. —The ded-
ication ceremonies of the monument
erected to commemorate the battle of
Bennington crowded this little town to
overflowing. The presence of the pres-
ident of the United States and members
af his cabinet, as well as the governors
of three statee, gave the evept a more
than local inter-est. It brought people
from all parts of the f' iit.d States, 1 et
Particularly from the New England
states, to witnees the eei:amony. At
the encampment grounds. the sol-
diers' home, the crowd was tip
with the soldiers, for with the first
break of dawn the streets began to as-
sume a lively rippe .rence. Every pri-
vate as well as every public house in
Bennington was crowded, and many
slept on the lawns, while hundreds
were glad to find sleeping (waiters in
tents. The first of the special trains
was not due before 8 o'clock, but the
! wagon roads brought a very large ac-
cession to the multitude in the town be-
fore that hour, and when the first train
arrived the gaily-decorated streets
were well filled.
The principal interest was in the ar-
rival of the president and his party who
bad spent the night at the home of
Gen. J. G. McCullough. at North Ben-
nington, five miles away. Gov. Page
did not meet the president lie drove
over to North Bennington last night,
accompanied by Adjtaelen. Peck and
spent the night with the president at
lien. McCullough's. This morning he
sent Col. W. E. Seward and Webb,
-of his staff, to act as the
president's escort and with
him went a dozeu members of John A.
Logan Post, G. A. R., of Orwell, Vt.
(mounted), under command of II. G.
Hibbard. These grand army men
were in undress cavalry uniform and
carried sabers. The carriage which
bad been provided for the president
was drawn by four white horses with
plumes of red, white and blue in their
head-stalls. On the box sat two coach-
men in livery. As the procession ap-
proached Bennington, the mounted
escort rode ahead of the car-
riage in which sat Gen. McCullough
with the president Behind this car-
riage were others in which sat the
members of the president's party. It
was the duty of the escort to keep the
road clear, and it was not without diffi-
culty that they succeeded in making a
passage for the president's carriage
through the crowds of vehicles which
filled the country road. All the way
from North Bennington to Bennington
the president was greeted with cheer-
ing, to which he responded by taking
off his hat and bowing.
The start from North Bennington
was made shortly after 8 o'clock, but
progress was slow, and it was after 9
when the little procession reached the
soldiers home, where the carriages
drew up, and the president, with the
assistance of Gov. Page, left his carriage
and entered the governor's parlor. Be-
fore be entered the house he turned and
bowed repeatedly to the cheering multi-
tude which had surrounded the build-
ing.
In the parlor the president held a
brief reception, at which the members
of the governor's staff and other distin-
guished persons were introduced to him.
In the meantime the militia forces had
been assembling on the parade ground
without The Corps of cadets from
West Point, accompanied by the post
band, had arrived on a special train,
and had marched to the place of assem-
bly, and a number of grand army omits
and regiments of patriarchs militant
were drawn up on different parts
of the parade ground. Brig.
Gen. W. L. Greenleaf,. the chief
marshal, and his staff, mounted in front
of Gen. Greenleaf's tent at the end of
the parade grouted, and the marshal's
orderlies rode backward and forward
across the parade ground, carrying or-
ders to the marshals of the different di-
visions.
The hour fixed for starting the pa
rade was 10 o'clock, but it was nearly
10:3C when the last report showed that
the divisions were all in readiness for
the start and word came to the chief mar-
shal that the president and the review-
ing party were ready. A minute
later the president and his party left
the home and re timed their carriage
which awaited them. The arrange-
ment of the carriages was changed
slightly. In the first carriage sat the
president, Gov. Page and Adjt.-Gen.
Peck. In the second were ex-Goy.
Prescott of New Hampshire, president
of the Bennington Monument asssocia-
non, and Hon. Edward J. Phelps, the
orator of the day. In the third carriage
were the secretery of war and Rev.
Chas. Parkhuret, of Boston, the chap-
lain of the day. In the other carriages
were Attorney-General Miller, Private
SecreVary Halford, Gen. G. W. Veazey,
Gen. J. C. McCullough, Maj.-Gen. 0. 0.
Howard, U. S. A.. Can. Russell
A. Alger, Senator Justin S. Morril,
Gen. Alex S. Webb, ex-Representative
J. W. Stewart, and Representatives
W. W. Grout and H. II. Powers, of Ver-
mont; Hon. A. I'. Walker, of Chicago;
Col. Langdon, U. S. A.; Maj. aims-
ivorth. U. S. A ; the governor of New
Hampshire and his staff; the governor
of Massachusetts and his staff; the
lieutenant-governoe of Massachusetts
end committees of the two houses of
the Massachusetts legislature; Col.
%V Seward Webb, John King, of
New York; Hon. S. C. Crittendon, of
New York; lion. Daniel Roberts, of
Burlington; Hon. S. S. Tarbell, of Bos-
ton; Hon. II. C. hall, historian of the
Sons of the American Revolution; Gen.
J. B. Carr, of Albany; Hon. George F.
Edmunds, Col. McDonald and Col.
Batcheldor, U. S. A. of Washington; L.
P. Deming, of Connecticut; Howard
Cole, Russell Harrison, Gen. Warner, of
Albany; Hon. W. H. Brearly, of De-
troit; Col. B. B. Smalley, Capt. Taylor,
U. S. A.; Lieut. W. H. Humphrey, Capt.
Taylor, of the Ancient and Honorable
artillery of Boston; lion. 0. C. Bene-
dict, of Burlington; H. Walter Webb,
second vice-president of the New York
Central Railroad Co., and the lienten-
antegovernor, the secretary of state end
other officers of Vermont.
Only the president and his immediate
party, with their escorts, to the num-
ber et about forty, rode in the first car-
! Awes. These fell in behind the bat-
talion of Arnoskeag veterans, which had
been appointed a special escort to the
president. They led the first division,
which was under the command of CoL
Julius J. Estey of the First regiment
PERSONAL AND IMPEHbONAI-
-
—Mrs. Cleveland preserves a vo-
luminous scrap-book filled t the covers
with notices of her husband clipped
from the columns of the daily news-
papers. Insomuoli as the uncompli-
mentary, as well as the complimentary,
notices have been religiously kept, it
must furnish interesting run ling to its
owner.
—The Chilian President Balmaceda
does not possess the black hair and
swarthy face that are characteristic
of most Chiller's. He is, on the con-
trary, as fair of countenance LB any
man of Anglo-Saxon descent and his
hair is auburn. He is a fine-looking
specimen of manhood, being fully six
feet in height and well proportioned.
—In a letter to an American friend a
French oentleman of some literary note
in as own country says that he is
learning English by the aid of a small
text 110,4‘ and a dictionary without any
other instructor, and he adds: "In
small t:me I can learn so many English
as I think I will come at the America
and te go on the scaffold to lecture."
—The usual signature of Mrs. Jeffer-
son Davie is "V. Jefferson Davis." It
was explained by some writer not long
ago that the V stood for the French
weird for widow, and that the signature
as written by her was the lady's own
conceit for paying homage to her dis-
tinguished husband's name. That this
writer was partly wrong is shown by
the signature to the reply made to the
request that she designate Richmond as
the final burial place of Mr. Davis.
This reply is signed "Varina Jefferson
Davis."
—Progressive hammocks is the latest
craze. The one getting up the affair'
swings a lot of hammocks in shady
places, and then gets a lot of pretty
girls to swing in the hammocks and
rigs up a bell. The young fellows pay
so much to get in and then pick a ham-
mock. Every time the bell rings they
are obliged to move to another ham-
mock. After that they vote for the
best conversationist and have to pay for
each vote. Any young man found with
powder or a long hair on his coat is
soaked with a heavy fine.
—A soldier of fortune who has had
an interesting career in the Orient is
Colonel 'Wasson, the first American
officer ever admitted to the Japanese
army. The colonel is a tall, distingue
and well-preserved man. Ile went into
the war of the rebellion a private and
came out a major, going afterward to
Japau, where his services in reorganis-
ing the mikado's army procured him a
colonelce. In one of the Japanese insur-
rections he was sentenced to be be-
headed, but he escaped, was restored
to favor, and is now high in the mika-
do's esteem.
—It is believed in Philadelphia that
the only one of the original continental
flags in existence is in the possession of
the city troop of that city. The old flag
is spread between two large pieces of
plate glass, which keep the air away
from it The probabilities are that
were it re•noved from this case it would
fall to pieces. In design it is somewhat
similar to the English jack. The de-
sign was made by a committee, of
which Benjamin Franklin was a mem-
ber, in 1778. A few years later the first
American standard accepted by con-
gress was submitted and adopted.
—Richmond, Me., is the home of a
clown goat which is a source of much
amusement all along the Kennebec.
fie is a great pet among the steamboat
men, and a regular visitor at the wharf
when steamers arrive or depart One
day Billy's owner missed him, but two
days afterward, when the steamer Ken-
nebec arrived, the goat walked calmly
down the gangplank, dressed in a pair
of •Id trousers, a swallow-tail coat and
s stovepipe hat He had been to Bos-
ton with his friends, the deck hands,
and came home with an increased dig-
nity of bearing naturally consequent
upon a visit to that learned town.
When a lady in the waiting room petted
him the goat whipped her veil from her
face and swallowed it in a twinkdng.
Then he went home in his new togs,
which he hem probably since eaten.—
N. Y. Sun.
"A LITTLE NONSENSE."
—"Why are not our girls strong?'
ricks Lydia Holly. But they are strong.
Many a one of 'em has been known to
sit on a great, strapping man and hold
him down a whole evening—Detroit
Free Press.
—A Disappointment —Maude—"Mise
Scribe, the novelist, is engaged." Marie
—"What, that wrinkled old maid! Y
don't say so! Who is the—" Man
Yea, she is engaged upon a new boo
—Saturday Evening Herald.
—An Unreasonable Patient —Victim
(after five minutes of torture)—"You
said you would have that tooth out in a
second:" Dentist—"So I will, so I will
(giving another wrench)—just as soon
as I get it loosened from thb gum."—
Saturday Evening Herald.
—She—"Darling, go and get that
beautiful bit of sea-weed for me, won't
you?" lie—"My dearest, I'd get my
feet wet." She—"And yet before mar-
riage you said you'd go through fire for
me." .Ile—"But I honestly leave it to
you. Did I ever say anything about
water?"—Philadelphia Times.
—"And when does the wedding take
place?" inquired the old stationer, jest
ugly. "Why, you don't think—" she
blushed and hesitated. "Ah, fraulein,
when young ladies buy a hundred
sheets of paper and only twenty-five
envelopes, I know there's always some-
thing behind it "—Cnristian at Work.
—"Where are those parodies I hand
ed you the other day?" he inquired or
the editor. "There," responded the ad
itor, pointing to the waste basket
"Ah," he smiled, "I didn't know before
that I was the author of 'Parodies
Lost,'" and the editor thereupon em-
braced him to his threbbing boson
with a wild, hysteric laugh.—Washing-
ton Star.
—"I'm afraid, uncles" said one of the
clerks in a real estate office to the jan-
itor of the building, "that you hays
been dallying with poultry again. I
see your name in the police court reo
ord to-day." "Yasser; but it's met
kyind-heahtedness. Did ye 'spose I
was gwine to see dem chickens cooped
up dis kin' ob weddah an' not len' em
em hatpin' ban' ?"—Washington Post.
—Many years ago a rich, i. icked said
parsimonious Dutchman lived in one of
the towns in the Mohawk valley. A
subscription was started to procure s
lightning-rod for the village church,
and the Dutchman was visit-.l by the
committee. He heard the reqs eat for a
contribution, and scratched 4s head.
"Whose house is dot, you say" queried
Mynheer. "It is the church—the Lord's
house." "Veil, if der Lord wants to
dander down His own house, He can
shoost dunder it oop again! I gifs P
•ngs1"—Kate Field's Washington,
BENTON HIGH SCHOOL,
:0:
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THE SPRING TER Nt OF THIS INSTITUTION WILL BEGIN
Monday, February 4th, 1892
—AT THE
arz&-?cill Coup-44 5erninapy,*
—UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF—
4>i• T. B. 1AL R 1-0 HT,
Assisted by MISS GANIA HOLLtND and J. A. PORTER. an
alumnus of Marion College and a gentleman o, rare
abilities as an ed-ucatar.
o--
The Music Department will be under the charge of Mrs Laura Barry.
0
44:.4
THE TERM WILL CONTINUE 20 WEEKS.
oar 11 lig11;1111116111
TUITION PER MONTH,
PRIMARY DEPARTMENT, - $1 50.
INTBRMEDIATE DEPARTMENT, $2.00.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. *250
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT, $3 50.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT, $3.50.
tor .01
GOOD BOARD CAN BE SECURED AT PRIVATE BOARDING
HOUSES AT FROM €.6.00 TO $8.00 PER MONTH.
THE MORALS OF THE TOWN GOOD. NO SALOONS,
eseeresee se...eseen
liir -SW
For Further Particulars Address:
T. B. WRIGHT, Principal,
BENTON, - - KENTUCKY.
B se: isiEfol'INSis stromEgu, tKoY.
n_nu Thorough, Practical Instruction.
(- Graduates assisted to positions.
BRYANT 
sew 
DisiTOR Kerte-
•
ee•
kliVETust •-;• ,
A WAT1TRAL RTTiY 701
Epileptic Fits, Falling Sickness, Hyster-
ics, St. Vitus Dance, fiersonsness,
Hypochondria, Melancholia, In-
ebrity, Sleeplessness, Dix.
ziness, Brain and Spi-
nal Weakness.
This medicine has direct action upon
the nerve centers, allaying all irritabill-
ties, and increasing the flow and power
Of nerve fluid. It Is perfectly harmless
and leaves no unpleasant effects.
- 
--iii v a ......at,it • ..se......ns...1f,. ;I0,
and poor rat. e . .
this Ineklieiter . ir.... .f -91 -49.
Thai remel^ ban been.p. e ' t., ule
Pastor koenin'. of Tort Wton1/4 t.d. since :••••.**V
bil SOW 1)7CP seed tinder Iii dil echo: , Ly
KOEftlf MED. -30., ct,icsats Iti.
&M ITT Dra
laza c Via*. if
. se- na obc. i;
eCn 305 :,?')
':5
Burdock
IMP
BLOOD
IWO
BITTERS
Restores
Lost
Health
CURES
HEADACHE
CURES
HEADACHE
CURES
HEADACHE
10,
J. J. SWINDELL
BENTON. - KY.
GROCERIEs
c. rirted Goods. Etc.
A Laree Stock ot
Cast.Losl 19t011s.
Our Goods are au i Fresh and
Stock complete in all
Departments.
CAREFUL SELECTION,
REASONABLE 111;CES,.,
CNA DCLTERATED GOODS:
Appeal to your -
h,cn, Pocket, . and Health
REP:I) AND OLIVER,
Arroiresa s AT laew,
BENTON, el ARSHALL Co., lo.F.TCCKI"
COOK & REED,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
MURRAY, CALLOWAY, COUNTY KY
N. R. REED
--Dealer in —
Miss Lottie Carson, of Staule 
86 Fancu
Saranac. Mich , writes--
"I have been troubled
with a terrible headache
for about two years and
could not get anything to
help me, bat at last a
friend advised me to take
your Burdock Blood Bit-
ters, which I did, and af-
ter taking two bottles I
have not had the head-
ache since "
600 ACRES
Of FineTimberLand
For Sale.
This fine body of land, situat6d
one mile south of Benten, Mar-
shall county, Kentucky, on the P
& A R. R., is offered for sale, in
whole or in lots of 100 acres, at
very low figures. It is well tim-
bered with white oak, red oak,
poplar. hickory, beach and gum.
It has about 40 acres of tine land
in a high state of cultivaiion
There is also a good saw null, with
everythin, eecessary to do good
work, located nearly in the eelder
of the land, directly on the bank
of Clark's river, that can now be
bought for one-halt' of its value.
A log wagon and other articles
tre for sale at low prices.
This is a very desirable body of
timbered land end can be bought
at very low prices
Call on, or address
W. M. OLIVER,
Renton, Ky.
A NEW BUSINESS.
S. L. Grace has opened up a new
business, known as the "Pig Foot
Confectionery," where can be
found everything good to eat—
pigs feet, oranges, apples, cider,
&c Call and see him at the "Pig
Foot Confectionery"
Give your job work to the Tribune.
• Groceries,
robacCo, Cigars
—AND—
County , Produce,
BEN TON, 1‘
BENTON WAGON
WORKS
A N
GENERAL REPAIR SWOPS.
J.
Carriaz-es. P'0
Horse Ilartere
A. Stephens.
and Repairs Wagons
Sde .1 [arrows, Two
. and all kinds of
ImPLEMENTS.
I solicit a . air :IWO( VOW' pat-
ronage a,..1 tisfaci( rv work
, tT,i ree.onable charge;.
rirflOaSF.011.11:1 NG A *4'1 CI—LTY.1116
empio% tell! but goad workmen,
SHOP ON CLAYTON ST. NAE MILL
E. C. DYC.VS
—DEALER IN—
Staple and Fancy
GROCERIES
HARNESS, SADDLERY, ETC.
BENTON, KENTUCKY.
I have opened a-bran new stock
of the above named goods. Every-
thing first class. Cheap Prices.
Come to see me.
*J. f.IS, err,*
SURGE DN DENTIST.
Dental Rooms, Cor. Broadway and
• Second Streets, Second Floor.
PADUCAH,  KY
•
•••••
•
.see
•
•
•
Appopp vitillitiormamitiopr VOW
•
THE TRIBUNE.
PetnLisHED EVERY TintIteDeY.
Mail Arrivals and Departwes.
RAILROADS.
Ber.ton to Paducah and all points North
and Northwest, leaves at q a. m., arrives
at 6 p. m ,daily except Sunday.
Benton to Paris, Tenn., and all points
South and Southeast, leaves at 5:15 p. m.,
arrives at Tr a. m., daily except Sunday.
Benton to St. Louis and all points West
and Northwest, leaves every Sunday at
a. m., arrives at 6 p. m.
HACK LINK.
Benton to Paducah, via Scale, Palma,
Coy,Sharp and Epperson, leaves at 8 a.
m.. and arrives at 5 p. m., daily except
Sunday.
STAR ROUTES..
Benton to Birmingham, via Hamlet, Ol-
ive and Fair Dealing, leaves at 6 a. m.,
arrives at 7 p. m., every Tuesday, Thurs-
day and Saturday.
Benton to Arnettsville, leaves at 7 a m,
arrives at ii a m, every Tuesday and Sat-
urday.
RAILROAD TIME TABLES.
PT&ARy.
SOUTH BOUND TRAINS.
Passenger Daily, at 6:07 p.
Local Daily, at 8'45 a- se
NORTH BOUND TRAINS.
Passenger Daily, at 9:30 a. m
Local Daily, at 4:55 P. m
St. L. & P. Ry.
Leavt Benton try to, a m T3:57, p, m
Arrive Paducah 10:33, a m 6:oo, p m
Leave Pauucah i1:0, a M 5:55, a m
Arrive St, Louis 6:50, p m 145, a m
:Daily, !Daily, except Sunday.
N. N. &M. Y. Ry.
TRAINS LEAVE CALVERT CITY
witsrwsan.
No , ..; ail -ind Expre-.,. daily, 7:34 a m
No. 4,—ssaii en," Pass'g r 409 p m
it A STW AR D.
No &--Mail 9:45 a m
No. 2—Mai and Express, daily, 4:37 p m
iUPI IIIIINall • • aim VI I. la • . U.
Time in effect May to, 189t.
EASTWARD
Lv Paris 3:TO a m
Ar Guthrie 6:03 " 7:35
" Nashville 8:45 '•
" Louisville 12:13 noon, 3 :35 M
Cincinnati 4:00 p m 2:io a m
W est WARD
Le Paris ' 12:40 night, 9:5t a m
Ar Xemphis 6:oo am 2:40 pm
For further information write or call on
J. P. CHAMBERS,
Paris. Tenn.
4:05 m
.1
HOME AFFAIRS.
or The new year 102.
Tarn over a new leaf.
Have you got it—the la-grippe.
The snow, the beautiful snow.
Do you want it—the la-grippe.
This is good Christaars weather.
Mrs. Lemon Is ill with la grippe.
All size of window glass at Lem-
on's.
Miss Lois Crow visited Paducah
last week.
Coffee 5i lbs to the $1.00, at N.
R. Reed's
Mrs. Jane Clark visited Paducah
last week.
1.000 sewing machine needles at
Lemon's.
Mr. Solon L. Higgins and family
visited Mrs. Salley Sunday.
Now is the tima to subscribe for
the Tribune.
Mr. Louie Dodd is now one of the
attache's of the Tribune office.
T. E. Barnes and wife returned
from Paducah Sunday evening.
J. W. Dycus has had an attack
of the grippe, but is now better.
Who will come in and give us one
dollar for the Tribune?
You can buy dry goods very cheep
from Nelson & Anderson.
Rot Reed •f the Murray Ledger.
has been quite ill at Dr. Johneons
since Saturday.
Bear in mind Pomroy's Sweet
Chill Cure is guaranteed to cure
J. R. Lemon.
$1 00 spent for the Tribune,
will be a dollar well spent.
Mr°. Leura Barry i' ea heen sick
for a few (lava bet we are glad to
note her improvement.
A QUESTION —Why is it that N.
R Reed, can sell 6 pounds of good
coffee for $1.00?
D. H. Baldwin & Co.. Louisville.
Ky , want an ageet to sell organs in
this county. Write them.
Best of growl:, Sugar 20 pounds
to the $1.00, and Soghrum 30e, per
gallon at N. R. Reed's
R Lemon is the enterprising
druggist who handles the grist
Pomroy Sweet Chill Curs.
Miss Blanche Barry has been
slightly indisposed with mumps and
Is grippe but she is now better.
Boy your flour, salt, sugar and
toffee from Nelson 6 Anderson.
Court Of claiMA next Monday.
Col. T. B Waller, speet Mon
in town.
A few gipseys were circulating,
about town this week.
13ebe Thompson has named his
boy baby "Jam's, Phillip. John,
Henry, Wiliam Thonipson." How
. is that for a name. Poor child it
can't live long.
Be honest and vote the demo-
cratic ticket during the year 1892.1
Mr. Lsuie Dodd is now "devil"
in the Tribune off*. Lookout.
Chas. Gilbert. the pcpnlar music
salesman, was in town Monday.
Emmit Reed the mule king of
Fulton, Ky., was in town Monday.
Dan Thompson went to St
Louis Sunday. He went to buy
stock.
Dr. E. C Dycus, is having chills
and is otherwise very feeble.
The trial of R. H. Frizzell. is set
for Jan 18th at M G. Nelson's.
Wash Pierson will live at Bro.
Castleberry,s place, west of town
this year.
E. C. Dvcus has been down a few
days with the la grippe, but is now
much improved.
N. R. Reed, is now selling lots of
groceries. Sugar and Coffee else*
per than any other house in town.
Benton is still putting on Ririe
It is now a post of the Grand Arme
of the Republic.
Dr. Sam Graham made a non-
partisan speech at Stice's school
house Monday night of last week.
John Beasley and Miss Dotson
were married last week in the Luter-
ton neighborhood.
J H. Haytnes, from Arkansas,
has been in during the holidays
visiting his parents.
The new ime table on the P T
& A R R will take effect next
Sunday.
The firm of Eley & Little, has
sold out their new steels of goods to
T. H. Blewitt.
Judge C. L. Randle will not be a
itandidate for any office, after his
time expires as circu.t judge.
Our friend J. C. Fleming will soon
lead to the hymen al a, one of Ben
tons fair maidens.
Miss Florence Meyers, a young
daughter of Mr. Joe Mesere, died at
her home Monday morning of pneu-
monia.
Rev. T. N. Wilke and family of
Briensburg are on a two weeks vis-
it to relatives near Corinth Miss.
Mrr. Cary T Johnson died at her
home near Wadesboro of pneumonia
last week. She was about 65 years
old.
Mr. 01 Pace, killed a cow snake,
sear Bennie Stark's barn last week
that was five feet, ten inches long.
Mrs Matie Janes and three of
her little children spent several
aye with her mother Mrs. Palmer,
during the holidays.
Mr S. L Palmer has been seriously
effected with the it grippe for sever-
al days but is now able to be out
again.
Hey! day! What is the matter?
Nothing only Nelson & Anderson
eells shoes cheeper than any house
in town.
Rev. H. C. Gamble and his inter-
esting family have moved from their
home near Olive to a place on his
circuit near Treszevant Tenn.
Write at once to D. U, Baldwin
b Co.. Louisville, Ky.. and get low-
est prices and easiest terms on or-
gans and pianos. Catalogue free.
A trial convinces the most skept-
tical. Carefully prepared. Pleas-
ant to the taste. De Witt'. Cough
and Consumption t ure is a valuable
remedy.
The Bank of Benton elected new
iiirectors last Monday, for the year
1892, whose names appear in anoth-
er column.
A humorous feet about Hood's
Sarsaparilla—It expels bad ha-
mor and creates good humor. Be
sure to get Hood's.
Mr. E. W. Stone, of Birminghem
has sold his stock of drugs Arc to
Mr. Edwin Zuckler, who will hereaf
ter conduct the business.
James V. Wear, one of the best
newspaper men in Weet Kentucky,
has charge of the Tribune office
and from now hence will make the
paper hum.
R. H Frizzell and J. R. Wolf, of
Fair Dealing, listi a difficulty during
Christmas week, in which blood
came near flowing freely over the
red hills about that old burg.
Joe Greer, while attempting to
cut a man, with whom he was en
gaged in a difilcalty, accidentally
cut his son Jim Greet, but not
seriously.
What measures are you taking to
stop that cough? Let us suggest
DeWitt's Cough sad Consumption
Curs. It is infallible. Barry &
Stephens.
Malaria preduces weakness, gen-
eral debility, biliousness, loss of ap-
petite, indigestion and constipation.
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic, re.
moves the cause which produces
these troubles. Try it sad you will
The County Union will meet at
Stice's school house, on the 20th of
Jan. A large attendance is expect-
el. M. G. Nelson, county presi-
dent.
Surer feundation cannot be laid
than the real merit which is the eol
Id base for the monumental success
of Hood's Sarsaparilla. 9
R. C. Boyd a prominent merchant
at Hardin was visited by Santa
Claus on Christmas and a girl baby
was left in one stocking and a boy in
the other. Bob is now called papa
, twice.
For earache, toothache, sore
throat, swelled neck, and the re-
sults of colds and infiansation, use
Dr. Thomas' Eolectric Oil—the
great pain destroyer.
Capt. Ed Far ey, the new ap-
pointed postmaster at Paducah
spent Monday in town. He as-
sisted in organizing the "Major
Waller Pest" of the Grand Army.
You may cough and cough and
cough and c 'ugh and cough, but
you will not if you take DeWitt's
Cough and Consumption Cure
Barry eg Stephen. sell it.
Toe new year is new on anti if y.iu
have formed new anti good reeelu-
tione try and live up to them. A
new year's reeolutien will do you no
good unless you live up to it. Make
good one and Ytan,I by it.
"An honost pill is the noblest
work of the apothecary." DeWitt's
Little Early Risers cure C011S'ipa
tion, billi ilieness and sick headache.
Barry & Stephens keel) them.
Misa Willie Eley, the beautifu l
young daughter of Mrs. Kate Eley,
of Paducah, spent several dap;
visiting filen& and relatives during
the holidays. She has many friends
who are always glad to have her
visit them.
Ignorance of the merits of De-
Witt's Little Early Risers is a nnis
fortune. These little pills regulete
the liver, cure headache, dyspepsia,
bad breath, constipation awl hit
liuueness. At Barry & Stephens
The court of claims should have
its preceedings published in the
Tribune, in order that the people
sway know what it does with their
'cash.
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic is a
perfect, malarial liver tonic ant
blood purifier, removes biliousness
without purging As pleasant as
lemon syrup. 50c. To get the gen-
uine, ask for Grove's.
Rev. A. J Bennett, who has been
with the Tribune for some time,
now has charge of one of the Padu-
cah missions. Mr. B. is a good
man and the Tribune wishes him
much success in his mission work.
Why waste money on nostrums
when a 25 cent bottle of Pomros's
Vertnifuge will save your little
darling's life. As a worm destroyer
J. R Lemon will guarantee it.
There have been more visitors
in our town daring the year 1891,
than for ten years previous. They
all retarn to their homes, well
pleased with their visit.
It is an established fact that
DeWitt's Little Early Risers have
an enormous sale, and why? Sim
ply because they are pleasant in
taking and heppy in results. A
pill for the multitude. Barry &
Stephens.
The spring term of the Marshall
County Seminary will open with
very flattering prospects. Eeery
one contemplating attending school
should net fail to attend. It will he
under the control of an exc. llent
corps of teachers.
You run no risk. All druggists
gustantee Grove's Tasteless Chill
Tonic to do all that the manufac
turers claim for it. Warranted, no
cure, no pay. There are many imi
tatione. To get the genuine, ask
for Grove's.
Elder J. C. Talley preached at
the Christion church at his regular
appointment on the fourth Suniley
in December. He has been engaged
by the mi mbers of the church at
this place for the ear 1892. He is
an able divine and well beloved by
his broth'. Ai.
All are entitled to the best that
their money will buy, so every
family should have, at once, a bot-
tle of the best family remedy,
Syrup of Figs, cleanse the a> stem
when costive or bilious For sale
in 50, anti $100 bottles by all lead-
:ng druggists. a
The county board of supervisors
are in session this week, looking
after the valuation of the property
of the county. They are increasing
some and reducing others. The
board is composed of F T Foust, C
B Littlejohn, Pete McKnabb, Isaac
Waltham and W M Anderson.
That tiredetching feeling,which is
experienced by so many people liv-
ing in malarial districts, can be
cured by taking Grove's Tasteless
Chill Tonic. 50 cents is as pleasant
as lemon syrup. To get the genuine
ask for Grovels.
You don't want a terpid liver.
You don't wr.nt a had comple son.
You don't want A ti (1 breeth. You
eon's want a ii adeche. then use
De Witt's Little Early Risers, the
famous little pills. Barry k Stepte
ens.
Sem and Will Culp, two brothers,
living in betweeo Birmingham and
Gilbertsville, got into an alterca-
tion over some trivial matter, in
whichj Sam cut his brother Will,
two o three times and then got his
gun and threatened to shoot him
but did not do so. Their trial will
take place in g few days.
Our experience covers many ills.
many pills and many hills. Our
ills are smaller, our pills are smaller
and our bile( are smaller when we
use DeWitt's Little Early Risers.
Ion can get them ft im Barry k
Stephens.
Nearly all tIte diseases in the
southern states are produced from
malaria. Grove's Tasteless Chill
Tonic remeves al malarial poison
from the system. It is as pleasant
to the taste as lemon syrup 50
cents. To get the genuine ask for
Grove's.
Miss letti Ward the very popular
and accomplished music teacher oi
Paducah visited Mrs. Laura Barry
several days last week She is a
lads of rue trecomplish merits at d
entertained many of our people with
a high order of instrumental music.
She is a graduate of three conserv-
atories of music and hardly has a
sup rior this side of Boston. She
returned Saturday.
Ow of the oldest and time t; ied
rem, dies or. the American market
is Pornroy's Liver Cure. It cannot
he best. Why let Liver 1;01:n01111A
les tile) our iialipinces and health
wIree .me I wtle of ties exeellent
Cut e1 will cure yea. Price 50 cents.
eiedItry J. II Lsmen.
Rite:foot, Tenn., 50, 1888 —
Psris Medicine Ce.
Gents :—Please sere' us six dozen
Grove's Tasteless Chet Time.. We
haves,' d twelve dez of your tonic
last four months. It gives entire
saiisfaction. We can sell no other
whi n we have Grove's Tasteless
Chill Tonic. Truly, your friends.
Hewes & ALGER.
Den'. take the grippe; take the
fribune. It will tell you more
about the county ant its people
than all other wipers in the state
combinee. No cell o guleteil
Iv can afford to be with out it It
is a clears newspaper; a family
newspaper, and a democratic
newspaper that even republiaans
swear hi—and the very wicked ones
sometimes swear at. Take it an I
see if these words are not true
That dull sluggish don't-care--
feeling stays with impure blood.
Lightning Blood Elixir will thor-
oughly renovate the system and
destroy all blood impurities It
will make you eat- It mskes the
weak strong. Pleasant to take. All
druggist sells it. Price, 75c
The following marriage license
have been issaed since our last
report: T A Griffith to Ida M
Peay, G F Ford to Aggie Hoover,
Jno, R Odell to Florence A Scott,
J M Beasly to Mary A Dotson
Juo. M Cooper to Mertha Dew,
Jas M Green to Mary Byerly.
Walter E Clayton to Naomi Hen-
derson, Jas M Bailey to N A
Powers.
We positively guarantee Light-
ning Hot Drops to cure flux, dys-
entry, diarrhoea, cramps. cholera
infant urn, and all pains, external
'rid internal. Will refund the mon
ey in ever,: case that relief is not
given when used according to direc-
tions. Can any thing be fairer?
25c and 50e. For sale by all deai-
era
Miss John Tulle', the charming
young daughter of Elder J. C.
Fu Icy of Paducah, spent several
days during the Christmas holidays
visiting Miss BiAnche Ba Ty of our
pleasant little town. She was a
es.yorite with our young people and
eeery one with whom she become
acquainted at once became her
friend. She has a wonderful gift in I
in elecution and during her short
e journ here, re( ited many ex
cc lent pi ices which was evidence of
her g.eat abiTy in that important
stu•iy. She entertained social gath
e ings ai• h choice recitations deliv-
ered in her ',teaming and belies style.
Miss John will alwas $ meet a hearts
welcome by leoh old and eoung,
upon her return to our city.
A medicine to meet the public
f tvor must necessarily have merits.
L.ghtning Hot Drops has been be-
fore the people for several years and
has grown in demand each year.—
Mr. J. L. Goodwin, of S. C., says;
-I have been selling patent medicine
for a long time, and have handled
nearly all kinds, but have never
found any remithes to equal the
Lightning medicines. Lightning
Hot Drops is wonderful, and has ne
equal." 'All druggist sells it an:
want you to try it just once to see.
25c and 50c bottles Guarante,-I
to I elieve or money refunded.
HOUSE AND LOT FOR SALF
Tom Downing, just outside of
the town limits, on the Olive road,
has a frame house with two rooms,
good stable &c for sale. The lot
is 110X200 feet. Apply to him, he
I will sell it very low.
No wedding,
Hearts were broken.
No wedding yesterday.
No more trips to Dexter.
No wedding this week.
No more trips to D G Woods,
How sad 10 love and then not
git-hste
It is said there are as good fish
in the sea as were ever caught.
Men never get too old in life to
gittied, nevertheless it occurs late
in life with some.
Young man DOW is your time to
attend a good school at a low
price,
The wedding that was to have
taken plate yesterday. has fallen
through, fix a lack of love, we
understand.
Everyone attending school this
spring should attend the Seminary
The school will be an excellent
one. Board is cheap, ranging
from $6 to $10 per month.
Will Smith, who was shot dur-
ing the holidays by Henry Mc-
Grigor, died Monday. McGrigor
was brought in yesterday morning
and placed under a $500 bond to
appear here Saturday on the
charge of murder.
WHISKEY
Riley and Harper, will furnish
the people plenty of first-class
Sour Mash, whiskey at Riley's old
stand near the depot on or about
January 15.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Brieusburg lodge, No 401 & A
M, elected officers Dec 26, 1891,
for he new year. a• follows: B F
Sears, W M; I A Franklin, S W;
H W Estes, J W; A J Bennett,
Secty; 0 W Sian ,hter. Tress;
J E McWaters, Steward and Tyler.
Regular stated meetings Saturday
or before each fu 1 moon at 1 p. m.
STRAY NOTICE
Taken up and posted before me
by John Griffin, in Birm ngham,
Marshall county, Ky, one heifer
calf one year old past, a yellow
roan, unmarked and valued at
three dol ars by J N Goheen and
R. F. Stone this Jan. 1, 1892.
A Smith, J. P. M. C.
A FARM FOR SALE
The tam owned by M. B. Pace,
at Scale, can now be bought at ver3
figures. It is well improved, with a
good brick dwelling house with
three rooms, front and hack porches,
and hall; good cistern, dec. Also a
framed house, with two rooms, a
cistern and garden, and also a box
house with a cistern about it, and
stables, stock barn and a good or
chard, well filled with the best
variety of choice mite, good fences,
&e. This place is located in one of
the best communities in the county,
anu any person can sscure a bar-
gain by apply early to
tf M. B PACE. Scale, Ky.
SAVE ONE HALF
YOUR MONEY,
On everything you buy. Write for
our Mammoth Catalogue—a 500
page book—containing illustrations
and gieing lowest manulacturere
prices, on all goods. Erveens.
Clothing, Ladies' rine Gents' Cloth
ing and Furnishing Goods, Drees
Goods, White Goods, Dry Goods,
Hardware, Hats tied Caps, Gloves,
Boots and Shoes, Glassware,
stationery, Watches, Clocks, Jewel-
ry, Ploerware, Buggies, Wagons,
Farming Implements, etc., etc.
Catalogue sent on receipt of 30,
for postage. Good agents wanteo
in every town and county; good
pay and good salary to use men.
A. KARPEN 41/ Co.
53 River St., Chicago, Ills.
THE DALE HOUSE
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—All fresh meat should be put to boil
MI hot water, but for soup in cold.
—Drop Cakes.—Having grated two
socoanuts of ordinary size, aid to the
pulp an equal amount of sugar, three
eggs, half a cupful of ground rice, and
beat all well together. Bake as for the
'wok ice —Good Housekeeping.
—Berry Pudding.—Three pinta blue-
berries, five cups flour, one pint moles-
's'', one teaspoon soda, one-half tea-
spoon salt., one-half teaspoon cinnamon.
Boil in a buttered mold or pail three
hours. Half of this receipt is enougn
for a small family.—Boston Budget
—For fruit sherbet crush a quart of
fresh fruit to a paste, add the juice of a
lemon and two pints of water, as pre-
ferred. Let the mixture stand for an
hour, then strain to remove seeds; add
granulated sugae o taste, and stir un-
til dissolved. Pour over cracked ice in
tumblers, and drink when quite cold.—
N. It. World.
—Grape Catsup.—The juice of twelve
pounds of grapes; boil well and skim.
Sugar, eight pounds; vinegar, one quart
(pure cider); black pepper, one table-
spoonful; cayenne pepper, one table-
spoonful: mustard, one ten-cent box;
cinnamon (pulverized), two ounces:
cloves (pulverized), one ounce; salt, one
teaepoonful Boil thoroughly; bottle
and seaL—Demorest's Monthly.
—If you want to send milk off ia bot-
tles, with a basket of dinner or a travel-
er's lunch or for the baby's tea, first
put into the bottle if, one pint, two
tablespoonsfuls of lime water, or if a
quart, four tablespoonfuls. It will
keep sweet, even in hot 1111/121110T
weather; and if you will wrap the bot-
tle in a wet cloth and then in a dry
sone, it will keep cool into the bargain.
—Sconse.—Take cooked, or uncooked
serape of meat. Cut into very small
piece's and put into a stew pan with the
bones (chopped), pepper and salt, a
good quantity of onion, double the
quantity of raw potatoes and cold
water to cover. Simmer gently for
about three hours. Remove the bones,
and serve the sconse very hot. A
profitable way of using up cold meat—
Detroit Free Press.
—Water Souchy.—Plai ce, flounders,
or any fresh water fish are good fors
iouchy. Boil the fish; stand aside the
best looking and boil down one or two
to pieces i the liquor, of which there
should be about two quarts; boil in it
also a bouquet of parsley. Pulp the
fish which is boiled down, and chop the
parsley fine. Return them to the liquor,
heat the fish in it, and serve it in a deep
dish accompanied by thin slices of
brown bread and butter. —Boston Her-
ald.
—A delicious way of serving ice cream
is to fill watermelons with that delicious
dainty. The fruit must be cut in halves,
and the seeds taken out before the iced
eream is put in, and a piece of the pulp
should accompany each helping of
cream. Another novel idea is to cut a
ripe pineapple into neat little round
slices, on each of whioh is placed a
spoonful of iced cream This cannot
be conveniently eaten without a dessert
knife, but is a delightful combination
ea very hot weather—Boston Budget,
REARING CHILDREN.
Firmness the Grand Essential is TINAP
Management.
Hood says of his "Irish Schoolmaster"
'hat he "spoiled the rod and never
spared the child." Of the two, perhaps
It is better to spoil the rod than the
Mid, but it is not necessary to spoil
either.
Firmness is the grand essential in the
management of children. Nothing un-
reasonable should be required of them,
but that which is reasonably required
should be rigidly exacted. The rules
laid down for their government should
not be harsh or severe, but they should
be like the laws of the Medes and Per-
sians—absolutely imperative. No
"coaxing ways" of the cunning little
creatures for whose good they are
framed should ever induce a parent to
violate them, or to waver in their en-
forcement. No promise made to a child
should ever be broken or evaded.
Boys and girls know how to observe,
and are more prone to imitate the
weaknesses and vices of their teachers
than to emul.ite their virtues. If you
break faith with them they will fib to
you, justifying themselves to their little
consciences by your example. They will
tell you as much if you push them hard.
Never, therefore, attempt to terrify
them by threats which you do not in-
tend to execute, or to stimulate them
by promises of reward which you have
no thought of fulfilling.
A doting, over-indulgent mother is
the most cruel enemy a child can have.
The insane kindness of such mothers
has ruined thousands of sons and daugh-
ters who, under proper management,
would have been a comfort and a credit
to their parents. Compromises may
sometimes be expedient in politics—al-
though that is doubtful, if any whole-
some principle is waived or sacrificed:
but in family government they are al-
ways unwise. All this, it may be said,
is so true that it is trite; yet, in view of
, the lawlessness of the children of this
generation, it cannot be too often reit
I .rated.—N. Y. Ledger.
PADUCAH, KY
Is where the traveler 'finds rest
and the hungry are well fed. Bud
Dale is the genial and clever pro
pri etor,
H. M. HEATH,
CO U NTY ATTORNEY
AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
BENTON, KY
Will practice in all the courts of
the State. Special attention will
be given to collections.
According to Altitude.
How the population of the United
States is distributed according to alti-
tude is indicated by a census bulletin
just issued. Below 500 .feet line are the
people engaged in manufacturing,
foreign commerce, and most of those
engaged in the cultivation of cotton,
rice, and sugar. The prairie states and
the grain producing states of the north-
west • re located on the interval be-
tween 500 and 1,500 feet. East of the
ninety-eighth meridian, 1,500 feet
is practically the upper limit of popu-
lation. The area between 2,000 and
8,000 feet constitutes almost every-
where the debatable ground between
the arid region of the Cordilleran
plateau and the humid region of the
Mississippi valley. In the altitude of
3,000 feet irrigation is necessary for
agricultural operations. The occupa-
tion of the population living above 6,00C
feet is mining. The movement cl
population is toward the higher alti-
tudes, and is most marked betweer
1,000 and 6.000 feet. The greatest
density is on the sea board, and de-
creases uniformly until the altitude of
8,000 feet is reached. At this point it
becomes quite sparse. —Chicago Tre
bune.
Advice as to Teed Tea.
If you must drink iced tea fill a glass
with cracked ice, but leave room enough
on top for three spoonsful of powdered
sugar and the juice of half a lemon.
Then pour in the hot tea from the pot.
Don't use tea which is already cold and
has stood for some time. Cold tea is
not tea at all. It is tannic acid and the
alkaloid known as theine. Oolong
makes the best iced tea.—Buffalo Res
press
AN INTERRUPTED HONEYMOON.
• Dozen Pitchers of leo Water Most be a
Bridal Chamber.
"The funniest experience I ever had,"
said Cot. L A. Leonard, of Cincinnati,
recently. "was during a visit I ressently
made to New York in OOMpaRy with
my sister. We went to the Grand
Union hotel, and I requested Use clerk
to give us a couple of adjoining room!".
"I understood the clerk to say that
we were assigned to rooms Nos. 95 and
101. We were conducted to the rooms,
and I was shown to No. 99. Shortly
afterward my sister informed me that
she could not succeed in getting anyone
to answer the bell, and requested me to
ring mine and order a pitcher of ice
water for her. I rang and requested
the boy who responded to take a pitcher
of ice water to room No. 10L reefer"
going down stairs, a few minutes later,
I asked my sister if she had reeeivell
the ice water, and was informed that
she had not I rang again and told the
second boy to take a pitcher of ice
water to room No. IOL I went below
and soon returned, and was surprised
to learn that no ice water had been de-
livered in my sister's room.
"By that time I was interested, and
told my sister that I would see that she
got some ice water if I had to go after
it myself. So I rang once more and
told the bell boy that a pitcher of ice
water must be taken to room Ns. 101
right away, and he said that he would
surely attend to it
"After waiting some time I made in-
quiry of my setter again, and she said
that no ice water had come, and begged
me not to bother myself about it, as it
seemed to be a hopeless task. But I
replied that water was cheap, and sh,
should have some sure. I went to ti,e
person in charge of our oorridor and
preferred a request that a pitcher of
ice water te sent to room No. 101 I
received a promise that it should be at-
tended to instanter. But it wasn't.
"My next attempt was to prevail up-
on the elevator boy to take a pitcher of
tee water to room No. let He declared
that he would do so on the next trip.
"He failed. In despair I went to Vee
office of the hotel and asked the clerk
If it were possible to have a piteher of
Ice water sent to room No. IOL
"'Certainly,' was the answer, 'that
can be done without any trouble.'
" 'I have been trying to have it deme,
ever since I came here, and I haven't
made the riffle yet,' I said, 'and if it is a
possible thing I would like to have it
done.'
"Later I stepped into the elevator.
and the boy there asked me if I wen;
going up to the 101 floor.
"'Yes,' I responded. 'Why!'
"'A hundred and one will throw yo
out of the window if he catches
said the boy.
"'What are you talking about-
ssked
'Why there is a bride in a roc.r
101 and you have been firing ioe e •
into their room all the evening, and
man is wild. He swears he will it:.
der you.'
"Upon investigation I found that u:v
sister's room was not 101 at all, but C114
91. My room was s9, and, as my sister is
room was next to it, I thought it was
101. There I had sent about ten pitch-
ers of ice wat-r to 101, and didn't know
It.
"I had left a call in the office for 99
and 101 for 4 o'clock the next mornio
when I was down stairs last, and never
tho ght to have it change So a' 4
o'clock the bride anti
awakened by a thundering kn
their door, which made them f-: MS.
and they were firmly persuaded that
the early call was a part of VIP les.
water fiend's scheme to annoy th,- .1.
"I escaped with my life and Iva, glad
of it."—N. Y. Journal.
APARTMENT HOUSES IN PARIS.
Large a• to Si;., But Poorly Arran7d and
ventilated.
We self-satisfied Americans b ast of
our great buildings and think r
approaches them, or any other feature
of our modern development. Yet the
first thing that impresses an A srrican
in Paris is apt to be the great texe of
the buildings in the residence p ,tions
of the city. The people live in il es, to
be sure, and these great tall ha!! blocks
and whole blocks faced with yellovv
stucco harbor the population of villages,
but how tiny our New York dwellings
are beside them! How small most of
our apartment houses appear by eon-
trast! In the great honeycomb in which
I tenanted one cell I got an idea of hew
this mode of living is ordered I en.
tered the building by a carriageway
that led into a great court There was
a side entrance to the court, which for
some reason was in use after. eight
o'clock at night On either side of
either portal were stairs lead' • g up to
the upper stories—the ground II or be.
ing taken up with stores op.• orig on
two streets. Exactly opposite • le• main
entrance was the office or heaeq.lartere
of the concierge, commanding a view of
the court and both entrance... I saw
an old woman 'there always, and
she made my acquaintance ler the
purpose of asking me to ,•all out
the name of the family with lehren I
had taken lodgings whenever 1 .lame is
after nightfall. 1 wish now I. st I had
once failed to shout my
name, in order that I might Icoo 1- what
would have happened in that event.
1 saw few finer-looking or lie. • 7. es t a b-
lis hmen ts than this, and yet I id not
say that it was typical. Speekiag for
It and no other, I will simply eor that
grand as its exterior was, e• I clean
and tidy as it looked from the street
and from the court, it was no-u, t•PI. $
a perfect trap for sewer gas r „, 0
of unti tiness. The conditi i of toe
closets on every door was ex,- ▪ I
can never be brought to bell . tust I
should have escaped typhus --r if f
had not kept my windows wit'. 'Ten
all the time I was in-doors. stairs
were rude, narrow. uncarp. ' • Oral—
and dirty, and the odors of n NO. 1-1
carelessness weighted the L. ..e:peere
In the public parts of the 110 L
those who have been in ee' -.• Lati a
countries say whether this is a genemi
condition in them. I have 1, in C
and in France only, and ever bread,
drew in-doors in Paris remin me f
my tour through Cuba. I. as the
same in the hotels as in th
both countries. —Harper's e
—The Costa Had to Come. -- Ossorgia
editor, who is also justice of tor pear
recently granted a quarrelin -e dole jo
absolute divorce. "Mr. l
said, "collect three dollars c.,StS one
the couple." "1 can't do it,- said toe
bailiff, mournfully. "They L. vci't
a cent" "Then," said th dtores:
justice. "fetch the ordinary b lore ete
and make him issue a Been we .and 1.•C
marry the woman to the ft's 'Ian
has got three c14111.ars. This • eirt oen't
live on air. Step up lively ceurire, '
—Atlanta Constitution.
'
-see." et..,44"....-eiseteeet
•.
HINTS FOli MEN ANDW01.IEN
Learning That Will Be Appreci-
ated By Themselves And
Their Neighbors.
Newspsaprs and magazines ov-
erflow with directions for women
to follow and tell them just - what
they should learn and how to learn
it. They are lectured on decorum
and taught everything form how
to eat their soup up to how to
change the baby's bib. Follow-
ing is a clipping of things for a
woman to lean,:
To sew.
To cook.
To mend.
To be gentle.
To value time.
To dress neatly.
To keep a secret.
To be self-reliant.
To avoid idleness.
To mind the baby.
To darn stocking.
To respect old age
To make good bread.
To keeps house tidy.
To control her temper.
To be above gossipping.
To make a horns happy
To take ears of the sick.
To humors cross old man.
To marry a maa for his worth
To be a help-mate to a husband.
To take plenty of active exercise.
To see a mouse without:scream-
ing.
To read some books besides
novels.
To be light hearted and fleet
footed.
To weareshoes that don't cramp
the feet.
To be a womanly .woman under
all circumstances.
The writer takes pleasure in
making out a list of things for a
man to leran:-
To chop wood.
To build fires.
To clean walks.
To carve a fowl.
To dress himself.
To put up a stove.
To whip a carpet.
To kill a cat.
To be unselfish.
To clean his boots
To shave himtelf.
_
_.1.0046111111111414)--hilkasessts.
To kerFhis word.
To get up in the morning.
To be above flirtiug.
To talk politics without getting
mad.
To face a burglar without quak-
ing.
To value what belongs to a wo-
man.
To avoid the society of bad
women.
To marry a woman for some-
thing besides a curl on her fore-
head and a jersey waist.
To tolerate a woman's senti-
ments
To read something bes!des a
newspaper.
To never expect a silk hat to
take the place of brains.
To value a woman's affection
over and above what it contributes
to his personal comfort.
To make no,pretensions to any
woman he never intends carrying
oat.
To treat a woman as his equal.
To take no advantage ofa wo-
man's ignorance of the world.
To expect a woman's implicit-
confidence under such circum-
stances.
To have fewer imperative "bus-
iness calls"
To keep a clean breath.
To exist without a club member-
ship.
T. be as generous with the wo-
men folks as he is with the fellows.
'l'o remember that the paved
walks were not made for the ex-
clusive purpose of loading up with
tobacco juice.
To keep his head at the sight of
a pretty girl.
To break the cardamon seed
habit.
To expect no dress snit to pass
as principle.
To keep his hands clean.
To have faith in a woman's Ca-
pacity.
To attend to business.
To be temperate in all things.
To curse not generations to
come with bad blood, nervous dis-
eases ana physical suffering.
To encourage no vice which will
become a second nature and leave
him toothless, gray and bald when
he should be in the prime of man-
hood.
To keep his mind free from filth.
To indulge in no obscene songs
and stories as an amusement at
banquets and stag parties.
To never forget when ladies are
atsent that there may be .gentle
men present
To be a manly man un all occa-
sions -..Pittsburg Chronicle-Tele-
graph.
‘1,1y Daughter's Life -
Was say( d llood's
says Mr. B. B. Jones, of, Ana.
Maine. "She Ilpid !tent) running
sores in differeint places on h• r
body, but. on giving lAer 0%. - a •-
F.aparilla there WhS marked prove:
went and now she is
and healthy."
Hood's Pills cure (rasa: ;; by
restoring the perisaltic act', the
alimentary cello% They 6 e the
best family cathartio
KICK Ett8
We confess to a liking for a
good healthy kicker. He is own
coussin to the Crank. If things do
not go to suit him, he makes his
opinions known, and endeavors to
set the world moving along in the
right direction. He is not con-
tent to sit and let "the other fel-
low take all the good. things, of
this life and deprive him of his
share True he may sometimes
go too far, and kick just for the
sake of kicking; then be becomes
a nuisance. We can forgive him
for that, however, 'when we con-
sider the good he does. 'this party
nominates an unfit man for a pub-
lic office, like a good American
citizen he kicks over the traces,
and endeavors to elect a better
man If the authorities of his
town er city disregard the common
weal for the sake of pelf, he kicks
until he brings to bear the weight
of public opinion upon the offen-
ders If a majority of his commu-
nity succeed inseeuring the enact-
ment of an unjust or oppressivelaw
he kicks until he secures its moil
ification or repeal. He is usually
engaged in,. war with oppression
and wrong-doing, and has no milk-
and-water sentiment to impel him
to keep silent while wrong pre-
vails. He:knows his rig..ts, and
knowing them, dares maintain
them. Though kicking confirm:
ally against injustice, wrong and
abuse suffered by others rather
than himself, he is usually a down
right good fellow, anxious only to
do right and to induce others to
do likewise.
Good luck to the kicker!_ Of-
tener right than wrong, he can
not well be spared.
HENRY S. HALE.
Maj. Hale, State Treasuer has at
last resigned his position as treas-
uer of the 7state, and will return
home, te spend the remainder of
life with his business and family,
at his home in Mayfield Graves
county. Mr Hale is a first class
christian gentleman, a popular
man and a good public officer, but
we can't think he treat cd his ar
dent supporters and constitueuts
right. We are one of the men. who
believe that when a man is elected
o fill a public trust, he should fill
it. Mr. Hale was appointed by Gov.
Buckner to fill out an unexpired
term, which gave him plenty of
time to know whether he wanted
the office or not. .He was a candi-
date before the democratic conven-
floe for the nomination for. a new
'ern', which he received and now
we think he should have remained
at his post, and attended to his bus-
iness for which he was elected
This way of getting a promotion at
the hands of the people, and treat-
ing it as a plaything, is not in our
opinion the proper way to do.
Sam Norman of Graves comity
has hp eii appointed by Governor
Brown, State treasner, vice H. S.
Hale resigned. Mr. Norman is cer-
tainly in luck, going from ex- sher-
iff to State treaeuer in a few
months, but we can see or know
of no reason 944 he shouid not
make a good State officer.
A PLI: SANT COMI LIME.N1
Judge Park arrived on the pack
et Monday at noon to presideove
his first session of the Comm°
Pleas Court in Livingston county
There are apprehensions of th
most pleasant kind concerning, hi
*rulings. Unassuming and cour
teous, it is rather impossible tha
he should not please. It is evident
that JudgG Park has never sough
the newspaper fame that has bee
accorded him lie is simply fu
:filling his Offic'al dntys judg
without ostentation of any kin
and is. deservedly all the more po
ular.---Smithiaurd News
WILLIAM SHE IT,LEY,
Of 11 Aes,d• Wi
under the ,14 23. s
Messers. Ken., ();, lo!'llara, Sir
This is to err. y chat I
about, Dr. Hal. 's lhaisshoid Om
went. I hays 11- bsq.i.a• o e
sore on my lip h s• 15 years h
terminated in a cancer. h d
various remedies perporting to cut
but all without avail untll I pii
chased a box of your Dr. d 's
Household Ointment and with t • o
months' usin3 it tifts en' ir tw-
it,. and I freelY givt4 thia fo; t •e I.,
•
efit of the peop1§. Truly Your.
. W. SKELLEY.
This wonderful , medicine is ,r
sale at.j. R. Lemon's. 4 '
LADIES.
Ate suffering from weakness? Is
your cotnplexion sallow? Do you
have a constant back-aehe? - Are
you constipated? Do you het all
tired out? If you have any of thee
feelings, begin at once to use Dr.
Hale's Heuschold Tea. It will give
you a clear complexion, will iestor.
you to health and strength and wilt(
make you feel like a new person
Get it to-day at J. R. Lemon's 4
Senator P. B. Plumb died during
the last week of December at his
post in Washington, and brought
to hie home' at Emporia Kansas,
and burried with all the honors
that become a generous people to-
wards a worthy Statesman. He
was a man whose ability and real
worth was never known until a few
years before his unexpected death.
• •
BRICK FOR SALE.
. Ail persons wanting brick, can
get them at the kiln, one mile
west of the "M4or Waller old
place," at the lowl prices of $3.po
to $7.50 per thousand. Call or ad-
dress. David Reeves,
Harvey. Ky ' 3
King of Medicines
--
Scrofulous Humor - A cueel
"Almost Miraculous." • '
"When I was 14 years of age I had a Metier°
attack of rheumatism, and after I recovered
had to go on Crutches. A year later, scrofula,
In the form of white swellings, appeared on
various parts of My 'body, and for II years I
was an Invalid, being confined to nry bed
years. In that time ten or eleyen sores ap-
peared and broke, causing me great pain and
suffering. I feared I never should get well.
"Early in 1886 I went to Chicago to visit a
sister, but was confined to my bed most of; the
time I was there. In July I read a book} 'A
Day with a Circus,' in which were statements
of cures by Hood's Sarsaparilla. I was so Int-
pressed with the success of this medicine that
I decided to try it. To my great gratification
the sores soon decreased, and I began to feel
better and id a short time I was up and
out of doors. I continued to take Hood's Sar-
eapartna for about a year, when, having used
six bottles, I had become so fully'', released
from the disease that I went to work for the
Viet It; Walling Mfg. Co., and since then
Rani NOT LOST A SINGLE Dar
on account of sickness. I believe the disease
Is expelled from my system, I always feel well,
am In good spirits and have a good appetite.
I an new 27 years of ago and can walk as well
as any one, except that one limb. is a little
shorter than the other, owing to the loes of
bone, and the sores formerly on my right leg.
To my friends my recovery seems almost
miraculous, and I think flood's Sarsaparilla
Is the king of medicines." WiteIA A.
I vern.5.9 N. Railroad St., liendaliville, Ind.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Bold by all druggists. 51; six for 5.5. Prepared only
by C. 1.1104MA CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Maes.
100 Doses Ono Dollar
MUNE
- gip
3. W. DYCUS, J. I). PETERSON, SOLON L. PALMER
President. 1, Vice President. Casiiier
BANK OF BENTON
Capital Stock l$12,500, Paid in Full.
Accounts of Mc4bantS' Sand Inaividuals 'Solicitea
Deposits fsom Minors aid Married Women received, subject; to be
Paid at Sight, on their ek.
A G-ENERA-L BANKIN BUSINESS TBANSAC EED IN ALL ITS
' 4 BRANCHES.
Sper:qa..1 Atten ton' to Collections.
Mice ITours fro 9 o'clock :i. tu.; to 3 o'clock p. m.
IRECTORS.
.T. W. Da'. .4 1.. I I ; 1:, .T. D. PETE.Z.:-07N,
G. W. SLAUGIITER. J. R. SMITH-. E. G. THOMAS,
R :a.
W. L. BUB • I'. Gra,v4 county. B. H. .1)17RYEA ft, Paducah
W BURNETT & CO.,
PROPRIE-rohte of
BROADWAY ,TOBACC6,WAREEUUSE
NEAR RAILROAD DE OT, : : : P.11)1-cAlf.
:o: 
Independent Wa ehousemen
And Commission Merchants.
Six months Fre 3 stora ..to sellers. Liberal cash advances made on
tobacco in st re. Your patronage is solicited. '
BARRY & STEPHENS,
DEA.LLEGS
Drugs Medicine Paints, Oils, Varnishes Etc
Groceries Hardware Queensware. Stationtry Notions
FLOUR, BACON, -LARD AND M11.1 I, IN STOCK
At the Lowest Cash Prices!
RENTI3N, KENTUCKY.
LENTS & TRIMBLE,
Noar GLADE, KY,-
Are,ding an immense business in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware.
Farming Implements, Etc.
The,i, buy all kinds off country produce, for which they pay the
HIGHEST CASH PRICES. Call to see them.-
4.4 e tv.
GO TO
FOR 
CheapWffil Paper, Window shades
PICTURES, &C.
428 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
The Smith Business College
Where is taught Single and Double Entry Bo -Keeping, • Penman-
ship, Grammar, Business Arithmetic, Commission, Banking, Commer-
cial Law, Correspondence and General Biniiness Usage.
For catalogue contaieing,,full information, address
JATO. D. SMITH, Jr.,
Cor. Court & 3,
Pest Coug
Cures where else tails. Pleaee lit'
Usote. Childretl take 1. s:ilhout iobje.e
7 1'1 ir.1:4'1
diedbC'ar` -
NT X lc Rwr 0 121.
SPREAD R FEED MILL
ADJUSTABLE To
Any Horse or Colt.
EITHER ERE or RIND LEGS, ANY WIRTH SI rigECE.,
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS.
PERMANENTLY WIDENS THE GAIT.
ECONOMICAL1Y R  CURE En INTERFERING.
SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.
JESSE LEE & SONS,
37 South Fourth St., PHILADELPHIA. '
20 Favorite singer
Sewing Machine.
HIGH ARM $25.00.
Each Machine has a drdp leaf,
fancy cover, two large dtawers,
with nickel rings, and a full set
of Attachments, equal to any Sin
get Machine sold from $40 to
$60 by Canvassers. A trial in your home be
fore payment is asked. Buy direct of the Manu-
facturers and save agents' profits besides getting
certificates of warrantee for five years. Send for I
testimonials to co-operative Sewing Mashing
Cs., 269 S. tich St., Philadelphia, Fa.
leris PAY rail401111T.101
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Pat-
ent business conducted for MODERATE FEES,
OUR OFFICE IS OPPO,SITE U. S. PATENT orrice
and we ran secure pident in less time emu those
remote from Washington.
Send model, thawing or photo., with descrip-
tion. We advise, it patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A PAMPHLET, "HOW to Obtain Patents," wit
h
cost of same in the U.S. and foreign countries
sent free. Address,
C.A..SNOW&CO
OPP. PATENT OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. O.
saassreaWasaaaWSWelasIviseilaWboss
WITH COB
ATTACHMENT
AND KORSE-POWER COMBINED.
GRINDS FROM 8 TO 12 BUSHELS
OF EAR CORN PER HOUR.
RUNS EASILY
WITH TWO HORSES.
HORSE-POWER
CAN BE USED SEPARATELY
 T
RUN FEED CUTTER, CORN SE
LL-
LEE, SAW MACHINE, ETC. ,
TIVVESTIO ATE THE
VICTOR BEFORE BITTING-
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
ON APPLICATION.
TEIF_. J. H. IdlcLAIN
NIACHIEE _:•••••
CANTON. OHIO.
Jackson -
Favorite Waist
HAS
STYLE
SUPPORTS
GIVES
COMFORT
• /
I 
•- EASE.
Ad;ustsble should"r straps. soft
button bout or ordinae7 clasps.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS, OR
"EtNT POST PAID FOR $1.10
!.:ate size and if white or drab
,les,oc.I. ALWAYS ADDRESS THE
Coronet Corset Co., "T;%'.4' 
zs.oraramessasiLart.-_
II VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
2 You MUST
' PAINT
.
YOUR HOUSE.
4• 414 •E4 44
Be wice and consider theCONSEQUENCE4') of using injurious
U.S. Gutta Pemba Paini
▪ IS ABSOLUTELY BEST_
▪ t N ELASTIC
PRESERVATIVE.
11 <minim; cliTTT A PERCH A au.1
si other valuable gums cone-
bhtedielth PURE LI eriteir )
OIL which gives it great e
elasticity, durability arsdcro
es-log capacity and snakes it
water and weather picot*.
Deal Pigments, _Pure Lead,
Double Ground. An economical
and nasals/Mt yi reline/a psi t •
It expands and contracts with-
out cracking and will stand in any
eltninste.
The host , hence cheapest for both
painters and consumers.
It your dealer is unable or un-
willing to furnish you this paint
or give you full information ad-
dress sole manufacturers,
U. S. Gotta Percha Paint Co.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
GOLD MEDALNew OPILKAPI•
EXPOSITION,
ISS4-1111111,
UIGNII•V AWARD
11 American
. Inotute
UMW 5055. IS•T.
au
tie°4•41*+.4'N.
Tv"
sae s
r.,-_. I
- veer"-e•
-
4
 44.^20,..l••
7
Ii
5 .
4.4+4-4
OATS
CA 1- :
flare, ssirtsass, "r I., A,
essile, bi ra•kr., ct .Chor.f, Ale., , t
$ 
3Q
LI 
THE PLEACtirli: E, ,-, sl);-' AA eit.'r
HI l F1,!:.Lvev,-_-4f- ,..„4ui ..0... i 1,...,.. T..!
see my nat.! nr411( ..0:13914sandtecene
stamp for It.
J. H. RUSfITC:41. 1 P4ER, N. 't!,
N.Y. CITY EA!
H. C. SQUIRE*, lie BROA.C" 
+040400.64$04)*141•Vt.174:14-
Minesantontimitsc..mmrs.•vr.."-_-; -•
PADUCAH, KY No Skilled Engineer
THE SHIPMAN
ed-1 by Physicians.
d agreeable to the
on. By druggists.
t.-- 317flatikt
WHITES CREAM VERMIFUCE
HAS LED ALL WORM REMEDIES FOR 20 YEARS
F.V;7'Jrif Botra GVARANTEED SOLD EVERYWHERE.
PREPARED SY RICHARDSON-TAYLOR MED. CO. STOWS MO
AZIEZ1118=1ECII
-Kt
 
.0^•••••
.gaineat
s ,„,„wdutte. A eta° is
11 :jf) equal.
It is an intment, of w h a small particle is api
dled
to the nostrils. Price, • Sold by druggists or m
at
by mail. ltddreas, E. T. 114zsimers, Warren
, Pa.
#
Automatic Steam EgLie
leave, Petrolmn and Nis G2S Fuel.
2, 4, 6 & 8 HORSE-POWER.
Stationary anti Marine.
Automatic hi Fuel pied Water Supply. The
molt Satisfactory, Milable, and 
Economi-
cal Power tor Printers, Carpenters. W
heel-
wrights. Farmers, and for all small 
manu-
facturing purposes. Send for Catalogue.
SHIPMAN ENGINE CO.
leo Summer St. - • - BOSTON.
SAVE YOUR MONEY,
WE CAN SAVE YOU OVER
au per Ct.
you intend to par•
chase a
BUGGY,
Surrey, Road Wagon,
WE SELL DIRECT
TO COVIENIRS IT
Wholesale Prices,
, and ship any vehi-
cle subject to ex-
atulustion. We do
not require one cent
advance payment.
BUGGY CO.,
PI/mare or Speedisr Cart,
of orhsch we manufacture I
/sal wend 2. .tap fe
,ur allis illustrated eatalocua
If goods are not sat's-
faelocy, we pay freight
both ways,' What more
ootiki be ashed
Before purchasing be
sure and write ue.
Address,
Llimazpo,
MASI-WILD"- T
GOOD
BUT
CHEAP.
LAMP
FOIR THE
MILLION,
wpiy BECAU.I IT
I ant aorta.
hitsien es Light.
E. nomlest,
H
On able,
and Priest.
EVERY ONE
GUARANTEED.
MEYROSE
DOU BLE
LIFT LAMP.
I. prim." onwards,. awl
terial *alai sal APP•m••••....,••••par anything korosolon
a. pa W.. Mat War siiiiite;
:Ijakito.oalar sad So essolsost War
oor of yoar Omar oir
METROS' LAMP
M'F'G. CO..
BT. L01711,
• •.
:*In• ;1 • :
(44- ` `.1." ;
•
•sitar° •
' " . • -"Vet;
•
pi-17
A I
%.4 N
COOK'S FRiefi
CET% 4..7 I:3T and HOST EEALTSr-
UL Quietk Tenet mado.
CE !USED,. ALWAYS USE
A.fiebLY0Clit GILOCIDE. VOIR. IT.
hrt"FMTt
aalracmaa,
.aa -
TH E GRZIAT
7-)1.) -.7":
AND ALL KINDS 07 LAVIENESS.
THE ONE STA:: 0.7.1r1DREkE0Y FOR INE HORSE
61160 FOR 81
t Firma remedies icy sparIn and
til: Will:arair Liniment came, and with it
I et7oc.:•..i r cd-r, inn& added SIN, to vie value of
the mare Since then I have recommended the
.epseato.ity, and hare hoard nothing
oft bat orni.e. 140 now three years, and I am
still driving the inert, sold she has shown ne
sigus of opank. or lameness sines.
A. G. Swittry, Reittoa.
EVERY STABLE NEEDS IT.,
FOR SALE ::-T.or"err .,(:eau olera and  other.
$1 CO A BOT7'. T.,r3 BOTTLES FORDS 00
Or tend ..•-• one dos. Express paid
floy, E S.
, Fi- prietor.
LABOR 5.1',2, --‘:-!1, !LFFID. MASS
Ai; tco antsuLi.m.
SELF-CLOSING
WASTE nit
GREAT FIRE PRECAUTION
A NECESSITY
In the Factory, Engine Room, Machine Shop,
Plumbers' and Painters' Shops. *all say
where oily waste or clothe* are nevi.
ciliT; are acknowledged by all to be the begets
thing for the purpose ever invented.
SEND FOR PRICES AT ONCE.
Frank E. Fitts M'f'g & Supp4 Oi.,
76-78 Pearl Street, 13oStOl.
COFFEE
nci flavor of ViennaGoffee
using two parte
-.4 ;7:113•S KAFFEE
t, eheapest and most healthful
coffee mixture.
•
A ...,71'...!CIOUS
_L\:1-7; RAGE
TRY IT!
At.-k Votir Grocer for It.
A7;.i LE DV MAIL FREI]
E 1101110
t.d:.'ress, Sole Agents for U. S.
ROSENSTEIN BROS.
317 and 319 Greenwich Street,
NEW YORK.
/4ft l'ersotts
.kp. hosermUled with ne-lbueness resulting
eul Ave or overwork will be relieved by taking
0WIS'a Iron Bitters. Genuine
is trade mark aud mated redlines on waffle&
